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Winter Adventure Packages starting from $119 person* 

(*Published pricing based on 2 nights accommodation & 1 day pass pp for Nordic Skiing, subject to taxes & availability at the time of booking, based on double occupancy).

get o�  the beaten path this winter… experience Squamish’s spectacular backcountry

eagle viewing | snowshoeing | backcountry & nordic skiing | � shing | � ight-seeing | horseback riding and so much more…  

Winter Adventure Packages starting from $119 person from $119 person* 
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Where we work, some people like stairs. Others prefer the elevator. 
 Then there’s Andrew McClean. Shown here in the Southern New Zealand 
Alps, he skis down what other people rappel. His exploits have taught 
us  a thing or two about designing parkas, packs, tents and gear for those 
 who routinely challenge nature’s worst. Like Andrew, we never take the 
 easy route. But some of us see no shame in pushing the ‘down’ button.



a new direction for luxury living.

As the original explorers discovered, the heart of the Canadian Rocky Mountains has 

always been reserved for those whose spirit aspires for experiences as distinguished as the 

mountains themselves. There are only 17 world-class estate-style Cabins at Kicking Horse 

Mountain Resort, and each embody this spirit. This full ownership opportunity is for 

those whose stories begin with ‘forever endeavour,’ and who wish to pursue adventures 

with increased passion and spirit. This offering is exceptionally exclusive and very limited. 

Act now—discover and reserve yours today. 

luxurious living. legendary legacy.

This is not an offering for sale. Such an offering may only be made by disclosure statement only. E. & O.E.

UK residents: +44.(0)20.3031.2860
Direct: 250.439.5470

Toll Free: 1.888.706.1117
www.TheCabinsAtKickingHorse.com
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NOW OPEN

EXCESS SPORTS 
Ski & Sport 4557 - 104 Blackcomb Way T 604-932-2224
Backcountry 4251 Village Stroll T 604-932-6409

WILD WILLIES
7017 Nesters Road  T 604 938-8036
Pan Pacific Mountainside Hotel T 604-938-9836
Creekside, 101 – 2011 Innsbruck Drive T 604-938-8032

SPORTSTOP SOURCE FOR SPORTS
4112 Golfers Approach T 604-932-5495

WHISTLER VILLAGE SPORTS
4254 Village Stroll  T 604 932-3327

FUN FOR KIDS CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES (Kids Footwear Only)
203-4293 Mountain Square  T 604 932-2115

MERRELL STORE
4295 Blackcomb Way  T 604 905-1220

merrellcanada.com

CHAMELEON THERMO 
8 WATERPROOF SYNTHETIC 

THERMO ARC 6 

SCOPE

Merrell’s patent pending Q-Form™ 
combines properly sequenced 
cushioning with a supportive and 
naturally aligning midsole to create a 
technology that is 100% tailored to 
women and the way they move.

MERRELL AIR CUSHION® MIDSOLE
The patented Merrell Air Cushion® Midsole 
absorbs shock and adds stability. It offers 
the comfort and cushioning of a running 
shoe, with the stability and control needed 
for backcountry travel. No bladders or 
capsules to pop or explode!

Waterproof and breathable, Merrell 
Opti-shellTM technology is designed to 
completely repel rain and snow while 
allowing perspiration to escape. 
Opti-shellTM technology keeps you 
dry from the inside and the outside 
helping you optimize your time 
outdoors regardless of the weather.

Merrell Opti-Warm™ was developed to offer 
lightweight, synthetic insulation that stays 
warm, even when wet and stays out of your 
way during high energy outdoor activities. 
Garments with Opti-Warm™ insulation can be 
worn alone in milder weather or layered up to 
give you complete control over your 
microclimate, offering the ultimate in flexible, 
lightweight comfort in varying conditions. 

TASK
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Editor's Note

    One of my favourite parts of being a kid in Whistler was 
watching the snowline creep down the mountains in the fall. 
Every day you’d get off the school bus and look up, gauging 
winter’s steady approach until one day… POW! It would hit 
the valley. In the middle of music class someone would notice 
fat white flakes falling outside and everyone would put down 
their ukeleles and rush to the window, stoked in that way that 
only little kids can be.
    At the old Myrtle Phillip Elementary School our grade 
seven classroom was located pretty much exactly where Hy’s 
Steakhouse is now. We had three playing fields and an ad-
venture playground full of bars, slides, chains and poles but 
us little kids weren’t supposed to cross the street and venture 
into the Village at lunch time. They had teachers and parent 
volunteers to yell at us if we tried. 
     No one said a word however, if we booked over to the newly 
built Village gondola after the school dismissal bell rang, or 
hauled ass over the bridge to the base of Blackcomb. We 
could only do that on Wednesdays, early dismissal day – 
we’d get off school at 1:30 or something awesome like that. 
    I was about 4-foot-10 in grade seven, probably weighed 90 
pounds, but I could carry my school books, ski boots, poles 
and a pair of flouro-pink Head 170-cm slaloms over to the 

Wizard Express without breaking a sweat. In those days a 
person could still find fresh powder at 2:15 on a Wednesday 
afternoon, usually without even trying. We’d upload, get two 
runs hitting our “secret spots” (mostly tiny cliffs with landings 
so flat only a bunch of rubber-boned kids would bother with 
them) and then wait in the Rendezvous for the mountain to 
clear out. Our moms didn’t finish work till 5 pm anyhow so 
there was no point in rushing down. 
    Once things were sufficiently empty we’d gear up and 
bomb down the Solar Coaster lift line, hooting and laughing 
and trying to make each other wipe out – a swarm of kids 
tucking the banked turns of Schoolmarm, still my favorite 
speed run on Blackcomb. At the bottom, we’d gather our 
hidden schoolbags, shoulder our skis (only one kid snow-
boarded in my grade seven class) and head home to do long 
division or conjugate French verbs while hours-old powder 
melted from our bindings and boot buckles in the garage.
     Nowadays the fresh snow doesn’t seem to stick around as 
long as it did then, and I can only remember a couple of those 
“radical secret spots” but I still get that same feeling when I 
wake up and find the valley blanketed in snow. 
POW! Here we go again. 
– Feet Banks, editor.

Eleven-year-old Dalton Pehota finds some pow of his own. PHOTO By ERIC PEHOTA
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WHISTLER HELI SKIING

Boundaries are for
people without helicopters.
Want to take a trip to the next level? With exclusive rights to 432,000 
acres of awe-inspiring terrain, Whistler Heli-Skiing has what it takes to go 
the extra distance. A variety of packages await everyone from seasoned 
experts to intermediates. You’re already here. Take the next step and visit 
our reservation centre for more information.

604.932.4105  // 1.888.HELISKI  //  www.whistlerheliskiing.com
Look for us in the centre of Whistler Village, next to “Roots”
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Editor’s notE - Last issue, like idiots, we spelled Kye Peterson’s name wrong under his 
picture in the Whistler Skatebowl  article, Plus we misspelled Dave Steers name on the contributers 
page. As if that wasn't bad enough, we forgot to give Mark Gribbon credit for his Lake Lovely 
Water photos. Sorry boys, hopefully we have our game tightened up for this issue.





By Feet Banks

Gd MaxwEll
Whistler’s favourite writer (on any time-
line longer than two years) Max is also 
the guy who gets the most complaints 
in the local paper. He’s a humourist 
who likes dogs, skiing, stirring the 
occasional pot, riling up politicians, and 
long conversations with fictional char-
acters. A true renaissance man, Max 
also has a keen interest in the local arts 
and theatre scene and often pops up in 
places you might not expect. This issue 
he laid down the bare facts on how to 
get ready for yet another season on the 
slopes on page 53.

stEvE FishEr
Steve is 25 years old and from Ontario. 
He still has that smile on his face, that 
look in his eye that means he hasn’t 
been here very long but you can tell 
he’s stoked to be moved out of his par-
ents’ place. All the snowboarding, BMX 
and mountain biking probably isn’t 
hurting either, nor is a village full of 
bars. Armed with an expensive journal-
ism education and a bunch of big words, 
Steve aspires to spend his first million 
on a tiny condo in Whistler. This issue, 
Steve is our obituary writer. He salutes 
the Creekside Skate Park on page 20.

BlakE JorGEnson
Last issue I called Blake a “mutant pho-
tographer with robotic precision and the 
instincts of a Himalayan snow leopard” 
and I’m sticking with that but it should 
also be noted that he now throws the 
funnest art parties in town at his gallery 
in the Westin Hotel. I’m not kidding: 
you go in there to look at really amazing 
photos and end up running into a hun-
dred and fifty of your favourite friends 
and heroes. It’s wild. This issue marks 
our first Blake Jorgenson cover and we 
couldn’t be happier.

Chris ankEny
Mount Currie always reminds me of 
Grade 9 biology class at the old Pem-
berton High; it was one of the only 
classes I had on that side of the school 
where you could see it out the window. 
I used to stare at it all class, even on 
frog dissection day. I guess Chris likes 
Currie even more than me because 
he’s ridden it quite a few times and 
taken some of the best photos of it 
ever. He also owns The Mount Currie 
Coffee Company, situated so you can 
see the mountain right out the window 
while you eat soup. The shop’s logo il-
lustrates the four main ski lines on Cur-
rie. This issue, Chris contributed pho-
tos to our Mini Adventure (p30) about 
the great peak, and also went inside to 
shoot close-ups of raw food (p79). 

Contributors
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Ski Pipe 
takes on the 

Olympics
Will guerilla actions or traditional 
petition trench-warfare prevail in 
new school’s challenge to the IOC?

By Lisa Richardson

     The Olympics – love ‘em or hate ‘em, you sometimes 
have to worry about what the hell the folks running the big 
show are thinking, especially when it comes to the future of 
Olympic skiing. Let’s face it: downhill racing is cool, despite 
the leotards, but beyond that, Olympic skiing isn’t exactly a 
tightly packed bundle of explosive excitement. 
     In recent years, all over the globe, few ski events have been 
as popular or awe-inspiring as skier half-pipe, with athletes 
pulling astounding tricks as high as 20 feet out of the pipe. 
yet somehow the International Olympic Committee doesn’t see 
enough here to merit the event’s inclusion in 2010.
     That the IOC is out of touch with the popular culture of sport 
is considered a given in some circles. While the Olympic media 
flutters moth-to-flame to the gladiator carnage of ski and snow-
board cross and the mainstream cool factor of snowboard half-
pipe (sports the IOC backed primarily because they look good 
on television and attract younger viewers) skiing half-pipe and 
the current world champions, Sarah Burke and Matt Hayward 
(both Canadian) have been left out in the cold. 
     Passionate skiers aren’t just sitting back. Pro-pipe ac-
tivists created a Facebook group, 1,000,000 Strong for Ski Pipe 

in the 2010 Olympics, galvanizing under a manifesto that reads: 
“Snowboard half-pipe was added to the list at Nagano, in 1998, 
only 16 months before the Games, so there is still hope.”
    Trennon Paynter, former coach of the Alberta freestyle 
team, now coaches Canada’s unofficial national skier half-
pipe team. He says, “By 2010, half-pipe will have been an 
Olympic sport for 12 years – if you ride a snowboard. In 
all the other big pipe events, like the X Games, skiers have 
proven they’re completely capable of putting on a great show 
but, every four years, there’s this perfect half-pipe that the 
skiers don’t get the chance to hit. It’s frustrating to have this 
Canadian team with such medal potential, and a perfect half-
pipe right there, and it’s becoming a one-in-a-billion shot that 
they’ll let us in.”
    Sarah Burke, who has done more for women’s skiing than 
any athlete of her generation and would be the leading medal 
contender in a 2010 pipe, is 100 percent behind the campaign 
to bring skier pipe into the Games. “All of the top pros would 
be honoured to compete in the Olympics,” she says. “X Games 
is great, and a lot of fun, but the Olympics has something to 
it that makes it pretty special. you can say to someone that 
you have an X Games medal and they’re like, ‘oh cool, what’s 
that?’ Everyone knows what an Olympic medal means.”
     Paynter’s self-organized half-pipe crew includes Burke and 
Hayward among a handful of top-ranked others. Together they 
were the most successful winter sports team of 2008 and yet 
Canada’s athletics program is not helping them at all, despite 
its ambitions to “own the podium” in 2010. “The Olympics is 
the biggest sporting event in the world,” Paynter says. “It’s one 

Ski Pipe 
takes on the 
Olympics

UpFront

MAIN PHOTO: SARAH 
BuRKE By BLAKE 
JORGENSON
INSET: SALOMON 
SuPERPIPE By ERIC 
BERGER
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hundred times the X Games. For anyone who devotes their life 
to being an athlete, there’s nothing that compares.”
      Insiders familiar with the machinations of the IOC are 
skeptical an online petition will achieve anything, especially 
when it stalls out at less than 30,000 signatures, and skiing’s 
governing body, the International Ski Federation (FIS), is say-
ing hold tight until 2014.
     Hold tight? Hold on – last winter, Whistler local and god-
father of new school skiing Mike Douglas pitched an idea to 
Whistler Blackcomb to host a major ski pipe competition on 
Blackcomb during the Olympics.  “I think it would be a really 
good thing to guerilla it a little,” he says, suggesting that a 
parallel event occurring at the same time as the Olympics 
would fit the “free” spirit of free-skiing, and ensure that style, 
clean grabs and personality in the pipe are what counts, not 
just the ability to robotically imitate the highest-ranking trick 
as decreed by FIS judges at the beginning of the season.
     Paynter would be behind it. “I’ve heard whispers in the 
wind about a guerilla event. I think it would be great. Not so 
much as an in-your-face, steal-the-limelight protest, but as a 
showcase. It doesn’t have to be combative. It’s a chance to 
educate these top officials about skiing half-pipe, that this is 
the sport they’re looking for to capture the youth market.” 
     Officials at Whistler Blackcomb are coy when asked 
whether there will be a guerilla ski pipe contest in February 
2010. Events Manager Peter “yP” young allowed that there 
have been some discussions, but denied that any guerillas 
would be taking part.
   It’s certainly a gold medal-worthy opportunity. Here’s hoping…

[ "You can say to someone that you have 
an X Games medal and they’re like, 

‘oh cool, what’s that?’ Everyone knows 
what an Olympic medal means.”

-Sarah Burke
]
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UpFront

Creekside Skatepark
By Steve Fisher

     The Creekside Skatepark (a.k.a., “Crackside”) quietly passed away 
August 31, 2008, leaving behind a tight-knit family of Whistler skateboarders 
and friends from surrounding communities. Welcomed into the world July 
26, 2005, when construction was completed on the heart of the park – the 
bowl – the skatepark was the unruly child of Whistler/Blackcomb and the 
Whistler Skateboarding Association (WSA), born amidst the growing chaos 
of hockey games, skateboarding and rave parties in the basement of the 
Whistler Creek parking garage. 
     The covered park grew to be a respectable member of the community, 
and was described by frequent visitor Eric Neff as “sunshine on a rainy 
day.” It was enjoyed by people of all ages and hosted youth events such 
as Gromfest to much acclaim. Creekside was a truly unique member of the 
local community. WSA co-founder Brian Hockenstein reflects that, “It was 
one of the only free, unsupervised, covered skateboard parks in the world– 
that just doesn’t happen anywhere.” 
     Despite the praise of many, Creekside had a troubled life and developed 
a reputation for graffiti, broken windows and public urination. From its 
early days, parents Whistler/Blackcomb and the WSA knew that Creek-
side’s existence would be temporary, but tragically it died suddenly several 
months earlier than expected as it succumbed to its own negative influences. 
Maintenance became too much of a burden, and the park was laid to rest. 
     On the eve of its death, Creekside began to reveal ambitions of rebirth. 
It is not yet known if it may reappear as several smaller entities around 
Whistler, industrial property in Function Junction, or as a covered extension 
of the outdoor skatepark or air dome. In a second life, Creekside would 
ideally become a more sustainable skatepark, providing easier accessible 
facilities and leaving itself less vulnerable to the disrespectful few who 
tainted its image in the community. 
     Several halogen light vigils were held in the darkness between the 
park’s death and burial by some of Creekside’s closest friends and the 
park leaves memories in our minds, scars on our skin and grooves in our 
trucks. As immortalized by Lenny Rubenovitch, co-founder of the WSA. 

“Creekside will be remembered simply as 
an amazing spot for people to enjoy 
themselves and have a good time.” 

Obituary
PHOTO By BRIAN HOCKENSTEIN
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Not every epic session goes down on 
the hill
By Brian Finestone

     I remember my first season in town, back in the early ‘90s. It was a 
rain-drenched fall and we were living in a renovated school bus, sleeping 
in our long johns waiting, just waiting, for the heavens to open up and 
indoctrinate us into our first full season of guilt-free snowboard bummery. 
There was a lot more anticipation in the air than snow but eventually the 
powder arrived and the rest, as they say, is history. 
     years later, the autumn snow-waiting blues still linger on a new gen-
eration but this one is far more creative than mine and these days crews 
are importing “snow” scraped off the local ice rink and building mini-parks 
in their backyards long before the lifts are scheduled to turn, and long after.
Some backyard parks have evolved so elaborately they could give many 
resorts a run in the annual “Best Park” readers’ polls. The setups range 
from roof top roll-ins with single hit quarter-pipes to elaborate multi-line 
affairs crafted from all sorts of random junk found lying around the valley. 
If you can jib it, jump it, or jam it, you can add it to a backyard park. 
     Those not lucky enough to have an actual backyard, search the valley 
for anything already piled up that just needs a transition shoveled and 
when the spring melt rolls around certain landlords must wonder why their 
property looks like the set from Sanford and Son.

     Lucas Ouelette is a prime example of the insatiable appetite for snow-
boarding that drives these home-park die-hards to risk losing their entire 
season to injury before the hills even open. In the winter Ouelette works 
as a terrain park groomer by night and rides six days a week. During 
summer camp season he works for the Camp of Champs in order to log 
as much snow time as possible. During those few months of the year he 
isn’t getting paid to build parks, Lucas does it for free – crafting a stellar 
backyard park at a carefully guarded secret location. 
     “I’m lucky enough that I have the freedom to build almost anything I 
think of in the official parks,” he says. “Not many people can do that. But 
in backyard setups you can build the gnarliest shit ever and no one can 
tell you it’s too dangerous.”
     Lucas equates the joys of a hand-built backyard jam to good times with 
friends in a private setting. “It’s about getting creative with two or three 
buddies,” he says. “We get some unique shots, not shots anyone can get 
on a park rail or jump.” 
     And that’s the kicker. The annual video part has become the new photo 
album of the young shred. Building custom features ensures a rider’s 
segment is unique and creative – every backyard session is accompanied 
by cameras of some description (camcorders, 16 mm, stills).
     Now that I have over a dozen seasons behind me, and actually own a 
backyard, I have the pleasure of introducing my son to this local tradition. 
As he grows, no doubt so will our backyard park and I’m quite sure that 
within a few years I will be permanently relegated to the sidelines. I guess 
I’d better learn how to operate a digicam. 

If you can jib it, jump it, or jam it, 
you can add it to a backyard park. 

HomeSchooling
UpFront

PHOTO By DOMINIC GAuTHIER. RIDER CHARLES GAGNON
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Whistler’s elusive pond hockey culture
By David Smith

    I won’t lie – I never played hockey as a child. I always felt left out when 
that National Film Board cartoon The Sweater aired on the CBC – all those 
little French kids ripping around playing outdoor hockey, immersed in 
Canadiana. I grew up in BC, a place where it pisses rain for a quarter of 
the winter and the rest of the time there’s four feet of snow on the ground. 
Good for powder, bad for frozen ponds. Somehow I blame this lack of out-
door hockey for the Canucks’ inability to win a Stanley Cup.
    Pond hockey, a.k.a. “shinny,” is certainly a rarity on the West Coast, 
requiring unusually cold temperatures with no precipitation so the lakes 
freeze but are not covered with too much snow. The elusive nature of these 
conditions sends Sea to Sky Quebec transplants scrambling to pull out 
their Nordiques jerseys and get their skates sharpened whenever the ele-
ments are right. Personally I would rather have the powder, but then again 
I’m bitter. I skate like an adolescent giraffe.

    usually shaping up sometime between November and January, what 
spells boiler-plate ice on the mountain means it’s “game on” on the lakes. 
Often the local golf courses host the first games on solid water hazards. 

Once these are good to go, the call goes out and the lakes come alive with 
shin hacks and high sticking.
    How does one get “the call?” It may not be as easy as you think. “There 
is definitely a bit of a hierarchy involved,” says Chris, a regular. “A lot of the 
players have been around for over twenty years but it’s not so much about 
playing ability – more shovelling ability. If you don’t show up early to shovel 
the ice, you probably won’t get another call.”
    Some of the stalwarts of Whistler pond hockey are celebrated in lore 
with nicknames like the Commissioner and the Wolverine. One player in 
particular has inherited the task of testing the ice every season, with his 
First Nations ancestry rumoured to keep him safe. Apparently some local 
players believe a sheet of ice an inch thick can hold up a locomotive. 
Really? I’d like to see that.
    Many Sea to Sky residents reflect with wonder back to winter 2005-
06 when an intense early-season cold snap left all the corridor’s lakes 
trapped under perfect sheets of black ice. Hundreds of Whistlerites 
descended upon the Joffre Lakes group to play shinny in potentially the 
most majestic pond hockey arena in history.

    And just like that, faster than you can say “zut alors,” along comes 
a pineapple express (not the stoner movie but rather a warm wet 
weather system) and it’s all over. The silver lining: with wet weather 
comes a chance all the rinks are under three feet of snow and ev-

eryone is skiing the Khyber. To those used to being able to spit and have 
it freeze before it hits the ground, this may be a letdown. However to 
Canucks fans, it at least gives us something to celebrate.

Shinny Happy People

UpFront

PHOTO By DAVIDMAuRICESMITH.COM

Apparently some local players believe a sheet 
of ice an inch thick can hold up a locomotive. 
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This Pemby local likes gravity, 
'70s rock and long walks in the 
woods
By Feet Banks

     Walking into Austin Ross’s basement suite in Pemberton, 
the second thing you notice are the oversized paychecks, 
the kind they hand out when you podium at a contest. Ross 
has a few three-foot-long paydays stacked up in the corner 
of his living room but most of the wall and floor space is 
taken up by the first thing you notice – piles of vinyl records. 
Bob Marley, Dylan, Neil young, the Traveling Wilburys, 
The Band, Van Morrison. It isn’t the music you’d typically 
expect of 20-year-old skier who grew up with dreams of 
winning the X Games.
     “I’ve got a pretty good vinyl collection going right now,” 
Ross tells me, shuffling his laptop aside to reveal a pieced-
together, Re-use-It–style turntable/mixer setup. “Music is 
a big part of my skiing. On the hill I’ll be thinking about 
a song I want to mix or a riff I want to play on the guitar, 
then when I get home and I’m doing that, I’ll think about 
the next day skiing – a line I want to hit or whatever. Music 
gives me something to do in the winter when the sun goes 
down so early.”
     When the sun is in the sky, Austin, who was born on the 
summer solstice – June 21, 1988 – keeps plenty busy. He’s 
been skiing for Rossignol since age 16 and won money at 
the last two World Ski & Snowboard Festivals, including a 
third place in the 2008 Big Air.
     “That was cool,” he admits. “I’ve been watching that 
contest my whole life and there are so many kids skiing 
now, the sport is getting so big. It was pretty rad.”
     Austin had a breakthrough season last year, including 
trips to the X Games, the uS Open, some catskiing near 
Nelson and a jaunt down to utah for a Rossi summer 
outerwear shoot (he has that healthy, rugged adventurer 
look that can really land modeling gigs). 

     “All my seasons just keep 
getting better,” he admits, grin-
ning despite explaining how he 
had his first surgery, to reattach 
a shoulder, last summer. “It 
had been popping out for two 
seasons. I got the surgery and 
went to chill in Costa Rica for a 
bit, which was fun, cheap and 
awesome.” 
     Although rehab kept him out of the Whistler Skate Bowl 
this summer, Ross kept active swimming and on the hiking 
trails. “I love to check out my hometown from different views 
so I’ve got a list of local zones I want to hike into. Coming 
off injury it’s important I stay in good shape, get the hiking 
legs up, the landing gear.” He points out his window across 
the Pemberton Valley. “I was up on Signal Hill last week, just 
ripping up game trails … saw some cougar shit. I just love 
being outdoors.”
     With Rossi, Electric Eyewear, Skullcandy Headphones, 
and Icebreaker Pure Merino supporting him, Austin is 
looking forward to another busy season travelling, branding 
his start-up apparel company New Sense, hitting the back-
country (“I’m working on getting a beater truck and sled,” 
he says, “just to get up the access roads”) and blurring the 
lines between the terrain park jibbing and having fun on the 
big hills.
     “I’d think people need to pay more attention to the parts 
of skiing they don’t know much about, whatever it may be. 
That is progression to me.”
     And when his own personal ski progression winds down? 
“I had pretty good marks in school,” Austin says, without 
bragging. “Left myself open to go to college if I want. I figure 
as long as you’re reading books and seeing the world… just 
keep your mind busy and you’ll be okay.”
     And he’s always got that other career option, too – from 
the looks of things, Austin Ross would make a kick-ass 
classic rock DJ.

Comin' Up Austin Ross

PHOTO By BRyN HuGHES. INSET By GRANT GuNDERSON.
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Green Board, 
Good Vibes
Text & photos by Brian Finestone

   What kind of environmental impact 
can someone on a four-acre parcel 
of farmland in Pemberton have on 
the beaches of the Pacific Ocean? 
None, if Andy Lambrecht has his 
way. Despite being a long-time surfer 
who has transplanted his family 
400 kilometres from the nearest left 
point break, Andy still embodies 
the surfing ideal of living a simple 
life while minimizing his impact on 
Mother Earth. 
  Since tightening environmental 
laws forced the collapse of Clark 
Foam, California’s longtime supplier 
of surfboard blanks to the world, board 
shapers have been scrambling to find 
the next innovation. While many are 
going to new foam concoctions 
and carbon fibre hybrids, there is 
a groundswell of shapers looking 
at the material all surfboards were 
originally made from – wood.
   Andy realized that all the chemicals 
required to make a traditional foam 
board had to make a significant en-
vironmental impact. “I looked at the 
protective gear I had to wear while 
shaping foam and fibreglass boards 
and thought, ‘this is ridiculous.’” A 
carpenter by trade (Andy is cur-
rently working towards his dream 
of building and owning a mountain 
lodge) Lambrecht figured he had, 
more or less, all the right stuff in his 
workshop to build a surfboard out 
of malleable wood (with a bit of In-
ternet research added, of course).
    “There are actually a few ways 
to go about it,” he says. “Cove and 
bead, like traditional boat-building 
construction, is the way a guy is do-
ing it in Maine; I opted for a stringer 
and ribs, building the ribs and decks 
and adding on the rails last.”
   Just building a wooden board 
would be a challenge for most 
shapers, but Andy took things fur-
ther. “I decided to try to build the 
board with reclaimed materials and 
make the project as low-impact as 
possible.” Andy found some fir tim-
bers in a shed he needed to tear 
down and noticed a few cedar trees 
lying around as well. 
   To be truly “green” a product needs 
to embody the complete cycle of re-

duction, reuse and recycling. Andy 
ticked those boxes by using the fir 
sawdust as compost in his vegetable 
garden (from which he proudly eats 
locally). The more acidic cedar shav-
ings contain natural insecticides that, 
when sprinkled around other plants 
in the garden, can reduce and ulti-
mately eliminate the need for chemi-
cal pesticides. This simple act elimi-
nated chemical runoff that eventually 
finds its way into waterways and ul-
timately the ocean, killing coral and 
other fragile marine life. 
   As the exquisite 6’6” quad fin 
board comes together, Andy has 
already planned other shapes for 
future boards and is working on a 
plan to set up a collective to share 
reusable building materials with 
other local carpenters and trades-
men. “There is a lot of good stuff 
out there and it would be great to 
see what pops up, besides, then I 
could have first pick.”
   Holding the nearly finished board 
up to let the sunlight spill over its 
deck and rails, Andy squints at the 
lines, looking for tiny imperfections 
he smoothes away with 120 grit 
sand paper. “It just feels good in 
your hands, I’m sure it will paddle 
really nicely and surf with a good 
loose feel,” Andy speculates as he 
brushes fine sawdust from the rail. 
The resulting combination of cedar 
and fir is a stunning contrast of pink 
striations and dark wood grain high-
lighted by a glossy final coat. Not 
many pieces of sporting equipment 
are worthy of hanging in your liv-
ing room, and fewer still have been 
built with no environmental impact, 
but Andy Lambrecht has achieved 
both. Now he just needs a veggie 
oil conversion for his diesel truck 
so he can get to the waves without 
fossil fuels...

UpFront
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Mount Currie:Unplugged 

    It’s surprising there aren’t more car accidents in Pemberton caused 
by people staring in awe at Mount Currie and driving off the road. Jutting 
almost straight up from the Valley floor and topping out 2591 metres (8501 
feet), the north face of Currie looms both menacing and protective over 
Pemberton Valley, nearly 2400 metres below. Protective because Mount 
Currie (or T’Zil in the local Lil’wat language) draws the weather, hence the 
saying, “It’s always sunny in Pemberton.” Menacing, because the long, 
sustained chutes that dissect the northwest face are steep, narrow, 
surrounded by cliffbands, and seem to be daring you to ski them. And 
people do, but these days the easy way up – via helicopter – is no longer 
a guaranteed option.
    “No, not anymore,” says Emma Haggart at Blackcomb Helicopters. “It’s 
just such a technical spot that we stopped doing drops up there a few 
years ago. We still do heli-golf off the top in the summer (with biodegrad-
able balls) and occasionally people miraculously appear up there in the 
winter,” she laughs, “but yeah, we’ve stopped.”
    Pemberton snowboarder Kevin Smith can understand their caution. 
“It’s pretty serious up there,” he says. “You just never know what you are 
going to get.” 
     Smith, who has ridden Currie “a couple dozen” times in the last ten 
years, has also made his home under the great peak and knows it well. 
“Depending on the conditions there are only a few ways down,” Kev says, 
“and they’re 45-50 degree chutes, pretty narrow, that seem to go forever. As 
far as sustained vertical drop, Currie’s is as good as anywhere in the world.”
    JD Hare, another Pemby homeowner, agrees. “There are really two 
things that make skiing Currie magical,” he says. “The first is deep pow. 
It has the deepest snow in the [Sea to Sky] Corridor. The lines are so 
protected and so steep that they never get a ray of sun or a breath of wind. 
With perfect conditions it’s like having five or six of the best pow runs of 
the season stacked on top of each other.”
    Hare and Smith have stood atop Mount Currie together 14 or 15 times 
and both agree that a descent is not something to take lightly. “The most 
important thing is knowing what you’re doing and being prepared,” Smith 
says. “Never go up there without a rope, some anchors and the experience 
to use them. You often have to rappel into the lines. A couple years ago we 
did a drop and we were more concerned about our morning coffees and stuff 
and, yeah, forgot a rope. It can turn into an ordeal up there pretty fast.”
    One such ordeal occurred when Hare and some friends got a bit lost 
after dropping in a few hundred metres down ridge from the stan-

Legend

Pemberton’s most impressive landmark is no longer just a heli-drop away, but if you have the 
skills and aren’t afraid of a long approach, it’s still the ride of a lifetime
By Feet Banks

PHOTO BY CHrIS ANKENY

Scoping it out. PHOTO BY CHrIS ANKENY
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Kevin Smith, glad he remembered the rope. PHOTO BY CHrIS ANKENY
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dard entrance to the Y chute and had to put 
together a couple of “really scary” rappels. The 
experience opened up some new possibilities 
however and a week later he and Smith returned 
to shred a big-consequence line with tons of 
exposure on Currie’s west face. The pair had 
to rappel a 100-foot-plus cliffband midway down 
the route. “I think we were the first to ride that 
entire face,” JD says. “There isn’t a lot of that 
kind of Chamonix-style ski mountaineering that 
gets done around here but those lines were like 
that – exposure and big, serious rappels.”
    Pemberton Heli, situated right at the base of 
the mountain, used to do drops on Currie but 
their phones are disconnected and they run in-
consistent operating hours, to say the least. So 
with heli-drops no longer a bankable option are 
the golden days of Mount Currie skiing behind us? 
“I wouldn’t close the door on it,” JD says. “You 
can always tour in the back route from Wedge or 
I bet you could come in from the east and wrap 
around to Gravel Creek and up the south side.”

    “Or straight up the face,” Smith adds. “How 
they used to do it.” (See sidebar.)
No matter what the access is, standing atop 
Mount Currie is unforgettable. “The other magical 
thing about it,” JD explains, “is that you’re always 
gazing up from the Valley but once you’re actually 
on top and committed you have to really stare 
down your fears. It looks so steep – I’ve seen 
many people scared shitless up there.” 
    Two of those people were a couple of rich 
Europeans Smith and Hare brought up there 
once. “One guy was an ex-World Cup racer,” JD 
recalls, “and the other was president of a big 
European company. We explained what they 
were getting into but once we got to the top, they 
chickened. Kev and I didn’t have a radio or any-
thing so we had to leave them, shred the central 
chute and head over to the heli pad to send 
another bird up for them, waiting on the ridge. 
They didn’t mind – it was a sunny day.”
    It’s always sunny in Pemberton. Just keep 
your eyes on the road.

Mt Currie – steep and deep. PHOTO BY CHrIS WINTEr

Smith drops in. PHOTO BY CHrIS ANKENY
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The Next Generation
    When you start discussing Mount Currie with anyone who knows it, 
who’s been up there a few times, they all say the same thing – “You should 
talk to Eric.”
    Eric Pehota is a ski-mountaineering legend, a Pemberton family man, 
and a true adventurer. Back in the late 80s' Pehota and climbing/sking 
partner Trevor Peterson, along with Pete “the Swede” Mattsson, were the 
first to ski the Pencil Chute, the narrowest and burliest of Currie’s three 
main north-face couloirs. Trevor and Eric later pioneered the Y chute as 
well as countless other big Coast Mountain lines. Together they elevated 
Canadian ski-mountaineering to new heights and when Peterson died ski-
ing in Chamonix  in 1996 it was a tragic blow to Whistler and the entire 
skiing community. Trevor was a hero to many. 
    On Jan 1, 2008, to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the first time 
he and Peterson skied the main (central) chute of Mount Currie, Pehota did 
another, special run down the mountain.
    “I took my oldest son Logan and Kye Peterson up there on New Year’s,” 
he says. “Twenty years to the day of our descent of the central couloir. I’d 
climbed up there in the summer with Logan when he was nine years old 
but this was his first look at it with snow. He said it looked pretty rowdy.” 
Pehota chuckles. “But I was impressed – he and Kye, they were in their 
element, skied great. Halfway down the chute Logan spotted some cliffs on 
the side and wanted to hit them and air back in. I told him, ‘Yeah, there’s 
no airing in the chute, buddy.’” 
    Twenty years later, with a new generation enjoying her fruits, Mount 
Currie stands guard over the Pemberton valley – imposing, timeless, and, 
those few times a winter when weather and conditions align perfectly, one 
heck of a ski. 

The First Descent
    Longtime local, adventurer, filmmaker and 
world traveller Peter Chrzanowski remembers the 
first descent of Mount Currie, May 18, 1985: 
    “It took a couple days. We spent the night on 
the north face, Beat Steiner and I. In the morning 
we climbed up and thought there was route up in 
between the two narrow gullies but there wasn’t 
and we hit a dead end. Coming down we saw a 
way up the Y gulley. It was late May but the pow-
der was thigh-deep. We summited and skied the 
middle diagonal (main gulley) and eventually ran 
out of snow and had to hike the rest of the way. 
This picture was taken right after that hike.”
On Mount Currie now: 
    “Anywhere you go it is still one of the most 
beautiful and majestic views as far as vertical 
rise over a valley. It’s as imposing as Mont Blanc 
or The Eiger because of that rise. It has a verti-
cal drop comparable to Chamonix. It’s one of 
the most impressive mountains anywhere in the 
world.”
Check out Peter’s other adventures, past and 
current, at explorex.net.

Logan Pehota (left) is 
12 years old in this 
shot, making him the 
youngest person to 
ski Mt Currie. Kye Pe-
terson is 18 and The 
Village of Pemberton, 
about 2400 metres of 
untracked pow below 
them, has been ac-
cessible by road since 
1975. 

PHOTO BY ErIC PEHOTA

Steiner and Chrzanowski after the first descent. 
PHOTO BY PETEr CHrZABOWSKI
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Knowledge

A ski/snowboard movie 
that breaks new trail and 
instructs while it stokes
By Feet Banks

    The sad truth is if you live in the moun-
tains long enough, chances are someone you 
know will be caught in an avalanche. Part of 
it is a numbers game: we spend more time in 
the backcountry and so the odds are higher 
that something could go wrong. But training, 
knowledge, and experience are a huge part 
of the equation and  help keep people alive. 
Dave Mossop and Malcolm Sangster of rocky 
Mountain Sherpas have just released The Fine 
Line, a revolutionary ski/snowboard film with 
a unique, almost unheard-of, twist – it’s got a 
story and a message. 
    After the film premiered in Whistler in Sep-
tember, Mountain Life caught up with Malcolm 
in the middle of the Sherpas’ sold-out Western 
Canadian tour.

Mountain Life: Malcolm, I know you’re on the 
road and probably hung over but, as co-pro-
ducer, what can you tell me about ?

Malcolm Sangster: Safe backcountry and big 
mountain riding involves just the right balance 
between pushing your personal limits to prog-
ress your experience and knowing when to rein 
it in and not test the limits of the mountain at 
the wrong time. We aim to keep audiences en-
gaged with the same type of mix – a healthy 
dose of the world’s finest riding, mind-blowing 
timelapses, animations and scenic shots but 
teamed up with crazy testimonials about ava-
lanche accidents, and real footage of people 
getting gnarled in slides.

ML: There’s an education aspect to it as well?

Malcolm: Along with the 55-minute feature there 
are four 15-minute backcountry safety training 
films on the DVD. The biggest challenge with 

this project was to make it exciting and engaging 
for youth while simultaneously making it educa-
tional. We have worked super hard to do just 
that and to mix educational concepts and views 
on the processes of the natural world in with 
the balls-out action.
 
ML: I read that you and director Dave Mossop 
lost some friends in high school to an ava-
lanche. How much did that experience have to 
do with the making of this film?

Malcolm: This film has been a dream of ours 
for a long time. Lots of us kids used to shred 
backcountry areas in the mountains of Alberta 
without a care in the world. Powder skiing was 
relatively new to us and was unreal, something 
we dreamt about all week at school and were 
thirsty for on the weekends – we had no gear 
and no clue, we were seventeen. One Novem-
ber the local hills were late opening and we 
were all getting impatient. Plans were made to 
hike into a backside shady bowl that usually 
held early-season snow because it was north 
facing and in a wind-loaded area – of course 
we were oblivious to the dangers back then. 
The group that decided to go skiing that day 
never came back.

ML: The film is sponsored by the Canadian Ava-
lanche Foundation and you have plans to do 
a high school tour. Did people respond to this 
concept right away?

Malcolm: Once Chris Stetham and the CAF got 
on board, things started rolling. Eric Crosland 
from Freeride Entertainment co-produced and 
helped out a lot, too. People respond because 
our film tells a story. It takes the viewer on a 
journey and discusses a subject that is hard to 
talk about to talk about – risk. If you understand 
the risks, they can greatly enrich your life, if 
you don't, they can kill you.

ML: Any words to leave us with?

Malcolm: Don't forget your long-johns... and 
take an avalanche course.  

Order The Fine Line at rockymountainsher-
pas.com

The Fine Line

PHOTOS COurTESY rOCKY MOuNTAIN SHErPAS
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Through Africa
A Journey

One Net at a Time
A pair of local adventurers lend helping hands 
(and motorbikes) in the ongoing battle against 
malaria. 

The Trans-African Odyssey — a journey through Africa's wild spaces.

Text and photos by Todd Lawson & Christina Tottle
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Epic Trip

     “How much water do we have?” Christina asks, nervously peering into 
the parched landscape and dismounting her motorbike.
     “Enough for two days,” I reply. “Maybe three if we eat raw food, 
don't wash, and skip coffee.” Our spirits plunge. Moments later a pair 
of Maasai women leading some long-horned cattle hazily emerge from a 
dust cloud. Even with necks, ankles and wrists ringed with bands of gold 
and swirling beads, the women’s ears stand out the most. Hoops of flesh 
dangle at their lobes, big enough for my wrist to fit through. We ask for 
directions, but they speak neither English nor Swahili and despite waved 
hands, pointed fingers and babbled words we are still utterly lost in the 
African wilderness.
    Of course, to two people with a housefly's sense of direction, who travel 
with neither GPS, cell phone, compass nor guidebook, that’s not really 
much of a surprise. “Let's just go,” I say. “All these paths probably lead to 
the same place anyway.” 
   Christina rolls her eyes but agrees — backtracking is not an option. 
We’ve covered a hundred crunching kilometres since yesterday, when we 
were turned away at the gates of the Ngorongoro Conservation Area, home 
to one of the continent's most fascinating collections of wildlife. The price 
of park entrance scared us more than any wild animals but they don't allow 
bikes so it didn’t matter anyway.
     The helpful gate guards mentioned a “secret road” around Lake Eyasi 
to western Tanzania and so, guide-less and clueless, we went for it and 
ventured into the vast Maasai Steppe in northwestern Tanzania, following a 
“road” that isn't on our map. 
     This road has now dissipated into dozens of faint animal paths surrounded 
by thorn trees that look like mummified skeletons hung with bits of clothing 
and garbage and coated in white dust from the daily onslaught of wind-
whipped sand. Random, battered huts poke through the dust but we see 
no other signs of life. 
    Just as we're about to throw caution into the face-pelting wind and 
guess which way to go, salvation putters up on a little Yamaha DT175 
dirtbike with a leopard-skin seat. He sports a bushy beard, no bottom teeth 
and wears a thick wool touque under his helmet. 
     “Where are you moving to?” he asks. We show him our scribbled list 
of directions – written in Swahili by the park guides – and chat in cha-
rades and broken English.“Okay, no problem,” he grins. “We  will move 
together. Do you have water?” Christina and I look at each other and 
laugh, then give our saviour a drink.  

     We are in Africa for one reason: to ride our motorcycles into remote 
regions and deliver durable, insecticide-treated mosquito nets to villagers 
who live far outside of normal distribution routes. Through our tiny orga-
nization called Motos Against Malaria, we're striving to prevent the disease 
that took my brother's life in 1999. Our mission is simple – put up a net 
over a child's bed and potentially save a life. No medical procedures, no 
harmful drugs, just an inexpensive means of prevention. 
     It's taken us six months to reach this dusty crossroads in Tanzania. 
We’ve already assisted in hanging over 800 nets in three different school 
dormitories but now, in a desolate, grief-stricken landscape, we are able 
to begin fulfilling our real goal. Finally, we’re in remote Africa and we're 
packing our own nets. Only twenty (as many as we can cram in to our 
saddlebags), but we know where to meet the next supplier and we’re ready 
to start, one net at a time.  
    Motoring along, the landscape soon swallows us in a murky bowl of 
grey, black and brown. We freewheel across the sprawling expanse of 
nothingness, screaming in exhilaration and trying to stay on pace with our 
“guide,” whose name we can't pronounce. Without him this is a roadless 
no man's land and we're just meat for the hyenas. Massive baobab trees 
stand guard over the steppe and we pass women carrying calabashes 
full of muddy water collected from shallow wells, and muscled Maasai 
tribesmen riding one-speed bicycles with large bows and quivers of arrows 
strapped across their backs. I stop to ask one of them if I can take a 
photograph, but he backs away nervously, using his bike as a shield.
     In one full day of off-roading with our guide we cover what could have 
taken three days alone. We stop only once, briefly, for a pit-stop in a small 
village to eat cold rice, beans and a big boiled turkey leg. Three exhausting 
hours of blinding sun and thick sand later we arrive our saviour’s village.
“We go home,” is all he says. 
     At home the first things we notice are two ripped-to-shreds mosquito 
nets hanging outside. “We have malaria here, much malaria in the season,” 
he tells us. “There are many suffering.” Christina explains about our 
humanitarian adventure and we give three new nets to him and his children 
— a small token of appreciation for getting us here unscathed. 
    “I thank you velly much,” he says, although we are the ones feeling 
grateful. “You will have no problem to border. The road is rough, but the 
road is there. Just follow straight. Don't deviate!” He waves as we ride 
away. “Safari Njema!” Good journey. 
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BLASTING THROuGH BuRuNDI
    The customs and immigration “official” drinking beer on duty doesn't 
bother us. Nor does the fact that the interior the of “official” border post 
doesn't resemble a government building whatsoever. What bothers us is 
the three-day visa he issues us. This has never happened to us before, 
but now we're under the gun. Burundi is one of the world's smallest and 
poorest countries, and we’ve only got three days. Even so, we are not 
prepared for what comes next. 
     As soon as our tires roll to a stop, we are engulfed in a ball of screaming, 
shoving and laughing mayhem. Whiteys are very rare in these parts.
    “Mzungu! Mzungu!” they sing and shout, followed by the three English 
words that most Burundian children have fluency with: “Give me money, 
give me money!” 
     By day’s end, cloaked in a thick suit of orange, flour-fine sand, we 
find a small village high in the hills where a family invites us to stay inside. 
Throngs of dusty children, red rust-coloured like the rooftops, clamber 
around the bikes. Then an argument breaks out with some neighbours who 
discover we're here to hang nets over the beds of children. 
    “What about me?” says one clearly upset man. “What about my 
family?”
    It's a hard pill to swallow, but we explain that we can only carry so 
many nets, and we can't possibly help out every person in every village. 
He eventually calms down and thanks us for helping out his friends. 

ABOVE: This man had no neighbours for miles around, and told us he suffered from 
malaria even before we pulled the net from our bikes. 
BELOW: Juxtaposition. Christina Tottle chats with some locals.
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uGANDA'S “MR. EACH AND EVERYTHING”
     Rwanda is known as the land of milles collines — a thousand hills. The captivating landscape is 
so densely populated it leaves us with no remote routes or destinations so we ride on through to southern 
uganda. The once war-ton nation greets us with a sweeping, terraced-hill smile as we wind high up 
a series of hairpin corners hugging a majestic country road. 
    In Africa, logistics are a huge challenge. Although we plan to distribute over 1600 nets in four 
countries, we often go long stretches of time in between net-distributors where we can reload our 
supply. In uganda, with just five mosquito nets left, we want to get off the beaten path and give them 
to a really deserving family.
    The paved road gives way to a narrow, two-lane track that leads into a secluded, sustenance-
farming settlement. A boisterous man whom we soon call “Mr. Each and Everything” explains to the 
family why we're here. He acts as our translator and entertainer, flailing his arms and raising his 
voice while welcoming us to their village.
    “You can feel at peace here. You are most welcome,” he says in perfect English. “I have told these 
people that you would like to stay here and that you are going to help them. They tell me that you 
are most welcome and they thank you for your visit. Don't worry, please feel free. You can have each 
and everything you want.”
     We sleep peacefully, our tent pitched on the front lawn, and in the morning hang the last of our 
nets over the beds of their children and a sick grandfather, banging nails into walls made of mud and 
sticks. “We thank you for what you have done for us,” says the white-haired elder. “We shall pray for 
your journey and we hope you return one day." 
     Christina and I are close to our next net supplier; soon we will hang over a thousand nets in 
northern uganda. We are not lost. We are right on track. It feels good.

     Lawson and Tottle are still bouncing along the backroads of Africa and have raised over $5700 
(all of which goes toward buying nets). You can purchase a mosquito net online and help out as well, 
without having to sit on a vibrating motorbike seat all day. To donate please visit againstmalaria.com/
motosagainstmalaria. 

BELOW: Kids galore.



By Brian Finestone

BC’s winter storms bring high surf and low 
temperatures. You need to be dressed for success.

     The wetsuit is perhaps the most important piece of equipment for a 
Canadian surfer, more so than even the board they ride. With ocean 
temperatures that range from 18°C in the warmer months to a chilling 7ºC 
during the swells of winter, the Pacific Northwest surfer must be equipped 
with enough neoprene to survive. Someone with a perfect board and ratty old 
wetsuit can only stay out for a short session, while the savvy cold-water pilot 
with good rubber can last for several hours, ultimately scoring more waves.
     Two key details must be addressed when shopping for a new suit – thick-
ness and fit. The critical pieces are the hooded suit, gloves and booties, all 
of which come in a range of thicknesses from 3 mm to 7 mm. Going lean 
may mean the difference between long-session comfort or a case of the 
shivers and ham hands. 
     First, figure out whether you are typically a warm person or not. Look 
at how you dress for terrestrial comfort on a chilly day compared to oth-
ers; if you layer up the shirts and hoodies, you’ll need a thicker suit to stay 
comfortable – it is much easier to be warm and peel back your hood or give 
yourself a flush than to try to get warmed up out in the lineup or getting 
pounded in the whitewash. 
     A 5-4-3 wetsuit has neoprene panels that range in thickness from 5 mm 
to 3 mm around the torso, armpits, and legs in order to maximize warmth 
and flexibility, insulating the surfer while avoiding the need to stretch the 
thicker panels like a Bowflex. A 5-4-3 should be about right for warm folks 
wanting to surf short sessions or planning to skip the swells rolling in from 
November to April. If you like to be cozy, go for the full pull and get your 
self a 6-5-4 suit.
     Accessorize your suit with tight booties. A 5 mm boot will work year-
round, but a 7 mm will keep the rest of your body warmer longer. Gloves 
are the third piece of mandatory gear and form a crucial link in the wetsuit 
chain. Go with the tightest fit you can manage so you don’t end up having 
to swing an extra few pounds of water with every stroke of your arms.
     Fit is the second and most important element in suit satisfaction. Wetsuit 
sizes are all over the map, so the only way to get the ideal fit is to commit 
some time to trying on several suits of different sizes from various brands. 
Once you’re in a suit, think about the motions you will make in the water, 
swing your arms around, arch your back and do a few other yoga positions. 
Pay close attention to which suits allow for the best freedom of movement, 
particularly in the lats and shoulders because paddle strokes that force you 
to stretch 5 or 6 mm of rubber will exhaust you before you even get out the 
back. Check the suit for any areas – back-of-the-neck, zippers, seams – 
that rub with movement, for once in the water, chafing can turn your new 
investment into something from an S&M torture session.
     Pacific Northwest surfing involves a certain degree of suffering and 
discomfort, but a good wetsuit can make it much more tolerable and will 
improve your technique. And how else are any of us going to be able to say 
we own a three-piece suit?

Three-Piece Suit

PHOTO BY NICOLAS TEICHROB
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Artist

By Feet Banks

     At first glance, from six or seven feet back, Alison Hodson’s artwork is 
bold and striking, beautiful even, despite the often dilapidated or ordinary 
subject matter – but step in for a closer look and she will floor you.
    That “photograph” is actually a bunch of strips of coloured fabric pains-
takingly sewn and integrated into the canvas – a million little stitches that can 
fool the eye and blow the mind.  Hodson is truly onto some next-level shit.
     “What is appealing about an old brick wall?” Ali says about one of her 
favourite subject matters. “But if you stop and notice it, all these colours 
and patterns come out – it is interesting. I want people to slow down a little 
bit and appreciate the things around us.”
     Hodson, originally from Ontario, graduated from the Ontario College 
of Art & Design and kicked around the Toronto art scene for a while, ex-
hibiting here and there, establishing a growing fan base and an increasing 
sold-inventory list. The West Coast sings a seductive song, however, and it 
wasn’t long before she heard it.
     “I did a big road trip in the summer of 2006,” Ali recounts, “camped our 
way from Whistler to Calgary – hiking, checked out the all the hot springs, 
huge trees.” After three weeks back in the city, Hodson made the move 
west. She admits that while she still has love for Toronto, and maintains 
galleries, shows, and clients there, she is enjoying the “change of pace.”
    Pace has a lot to do with her artistic process as well – it can take weeks, 
months even, to finish all the meticulous stitching and cuttings Hodson 
uses to bring a piece to life. “I start with a photo,” she says, “usually one 
of my own. Then I start cutting areas away so it’s like an unfinished puzzle, 
in pieces. Then I do my thinking, and all the layering and stitching and 
layering and more stitching and it gets very dimensional.”
    Hodson’s dimensionality is what makes her artwork so impressive. 
Looking at a finished piece, even from close range, it is very difficult to 
determine what is fabric, stitching, or original photograph.
     “I want to integrate the photo and the textile rather than just pile it on 
top,” she says. “Depending on the fabrics I use, I can mix them, almost like 
paint, to get new hues or colours.”

Alison Hodson

PHOTOS BY ALISON HODSON
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    Hodson uses recycled fabrics as often as pos-
sible, anything from old clothes to curtains. Now 
that she’s completed over 50 pieces, she’s “get-
ting a bit quicker at it.”
    But Ali’s layered creations sell pretty quickly, 
too. After exhibiting in the Whistler Art Council’s 
annual Artwalk last August, what remaining in-
ventory she has  hangs in a few galleries back 
east and the new Geniele Gallery in Whistler’s 
Westin hotel. “I’ve been very lucky,” she admits, 
“but I’d like to be able to do art full-time, that’s 
the dream.” 

Currently working part-time at the Whistler medical clinic, Hodson certainly 
has the drive and talent to make it as an artist. She even brought her sewing 
machine along while vacationing in Nicaragua.
     “People thought I was nuts,” she says. “We stayed in a one-room bam-
boo shack with one light bulb and I kept fearing I would pick up some fabric 
and find a family of scorpions. Still, I got some work done. The scenery and 
surf were pretty inspiring.”
    For a big-city artist from back east, Alison Hodson seems to be fitting 
into the West Coast lifestyle with ease. “I’m not switching over to full-on 
landscape artist or anything,” she says, “but I am pretty excited to be ski-
ing on real snow, not Ontario ice.”
alisonhodson.com
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By David Smith

    In an apartment perched above a Chinese res-
taurant in the heart of East Vancouver, Anthony 
Boronowski is at peace. The streetlight assaulting 
his bedroom window, the constant drone of traf-
fic, the tapestry of Eastside residents living on 
the edge … to Boronowski, this is the good life. 
Inspiration.
    Tony is complex. He is a skier, establishing 
himself at 16 as an all-around professional by 
pioneering high consequence rails and evolving 
into one of the most creative big mountain ski-
ers in the business today – videos, magazines, 
the whole shebang. However the most impres-
sive aspect of Tony may not be his ability on 
the slopes but rather his passion for art and his 
talent as a painter.
    Balancing professional skiing, his own glove 
and ski pole business, and university studies 
has kept Boronowski’s artistic profile below the 
radar. In addition, an intense self-critique and a 
desire to progress his creative talents have de-
layed his launch into the mainstream art world. 
Still, those close to him have been well aware 
of his abilities for some 
time.
    His works, self-de-
scribed as “portraiture, 
with common themes 
of silence and long-
ing” are often centred 
around a dark female 
figure. Despite a pre-
ferred medium of acryl-
ic on canvas, he is just 
as likely to paint on an 
abandoned door found 
in an alleyway.
   The same outlook on 
life and ability to focus 
that motivate his art 
propelled Anthony into 

the ski industry at an early age. Mountain Life 
Editor Feet Banks was one of the first to recog-
nize Boronowski’s talent and dedication when 
shooting for Heavy Hitting Films. “He'd call up 
at six in the morning on weekends when he was 
still in high school and ask: ‘Is it blue?’ If it was, 
he’d jump on a bus from Vancouver, meet us on 
Blackcomb and work on his segment. He was 
hard-working, dedicated.”
   Boronowski chuckles at the story. “Yeah, I 
guess I was a bit of a different person then, re-
ally focused on sport. As I got bit older I started 
thinking outside the box, hanging out with some 
good people who challenged my artistic side. 
I did my first meaningful painting at 21. I was 
anxious, scared … it was cool. I remember like 
it was yesterday.”
     His high opinion of the value of art is symbolic 
of his commitment as an artist: “I don’t think it’s 
a question of importance”, he says; “it’s about 
not dissociating life from art, or living from ex-
pression. It is your life and how you live, beyond 
picking up a paintbrush and making a line.”
   Art now demands the lion’s share of Bo-
ronowski’s energy. Skiing’s off-season months 

find him holed up in Vancouver to 
paint without ski-town distractions. 
Asked what his goals are with his 
artwork, Tony takes a reflective 
pause. “I have consciously chosen 
to not apply goals to artwork like 
I have in other things I do. It is a 
little spot isolated from other parts 
of my life. Expectations are human 
… where do I see my art going? I 
don’t know if I really have a plan. 
I’m just doing what feels good right 
now. That’s the bottom line for my 
work.”
   Is it work? He pauses and smiles. “It 
is and it isn’t. It is effort.”
    To see more of Boronowski’s effort 
check out joystickskiing.com

Artist

Anthony 
Boronowski

BACKGROuND PHOTO BY BLAKE JORGENSON. INSET FROM DAVIDMAuRICESMITH.COM
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201- 2075 Lake Placid  Road, Whistler (off Hwy #99 in Creekside)
Inquire about our shuttle service.

www.whistlerchophouse.
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ABOVE - NIGHT
The cold hits as soon as we slip our canoe into 
the water. It’s 5 am on the east end of Seton 
Lake and a dark mist hovers over everything. It 
will be an hour-long paddle for Bruce Kay and 
I before we get to our route. The temperature 
is around –20º Celsius. We head into the si-
lent fog, so thick the full moon is just a tiny dot, 
and paddle hard to warm up, sticking close to 
the shoreline. The chilling winds that blow down 
Seton Lake make it a great zone for ice climbing 
but tip a canoe here and it could be game over 
pretty fast.

LEFT - DAWN
After a few minutes the fog opens up, allow-
ing the moon to guide our way. Cruising slowly, 
we take in the outstanding views of the snowy 
peaks and soon we’re welcomed by the begin-
nings of a sweet blue-sky morning. Bruce, a 
long-time Whistler local who’s put up many ice 
routes in the area, has an ear-to-ear grin on 
his face and we send off a cheers to this spec-
tacular place. “Yeh!” The ice appears on our 
left. We’ll be climbing on the right hand side, 
a variation on Watersport, a route Bruce had 
previously put up.

Backyard

Ice climbing on Seton Lake, near Lillooet, BC, 
means early mornings, frozen temperatures, 
and chillingly good times. Local adventurer and 
frequent Mountain Life contributor Jim Mar-
tinello explains the trials and joys of hauling 
yourself up hundreds of metres of waterfall ice 
in the Coast Mountains.

wakey wakey
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ABOVE - SECOND PITCH
There was a foot-wide ledge of 
rock at the bottom of the climb. 
It’s pretty much a wall of ice 
right down to the water but 
we manage to pull the canoe 
up onto some boulders and 
carefully step onto the ledge 
and into our crampons. We’ve 
been climbing about an hour 
before the sun comes up. It 
doesn’t hit us but it’s always 
nice to see the sun and the 
rising temperatures that come 
with it – you can enjoy your 
climb without freezing your 
fleshy bits off or the screaming 
barfies running through your 
hands and feet.

LEFT - BRUCE KAY
Bruce starts the climb with 
a traverse to get us onto the 
good ice and soon we’re 
blasting up pitch after pitch of 
quality goodness. It’s always 
a highlight to climb over any 
large body of water, although 
rock climbing over tropical 
seas is a whole lot comfier.
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ABOVE - UPPER PITCHES
When a cold snap hits, you have to take advantage. Coast Mountain ice 
doesn’t stick around that long, not like in the Rockies. Seton Lake is good 
because the ice is north-facing and the water and wind keep things a bit 
colder. Bruce and I climbed five or six pitches on the new variation and 
then joined onto the top few pitches of Watersport. It’s a fantastic day of 
climbing that puts smiles on our faces and adventure in our spirits. This is 
what it’s all about.



Client: The CORE 
Job: CORE_employee_ad.indd
Version: 3
Date: July 30, 2007
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left - tHe eND
We don’t take a lunch break; to stop moving means to get cold so it’s 
just quick snacks at the belay stations – keep moving, keep warm. Bruce 
and I climb until dusk and rappel back to the canoe in the dark, letting 
the moonlight guide us back to the van where we crack open the Fireball 
whiskey and cold beer for another big cheers – to Mother Nature and 
to a fantastic climb with an awesome partner and great friend. Yeeee-
haaaaa!
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1. take a Pass
Spending a winter in Whistler with-
out a season pass is like spending 
a winter in Moosejaw without Pro-
zac. Shelling out 1300 bucks is 
your least-best option. Snagging a 
job with a pass perk is your goal. 
Now is your lucky time. The only 
thing scarcer than workerbees in 
Whistler are virgins to sacrifice to 
Ullr, so practice looking stunned 
and throw that look at any poten-
tial employer who isn’t ponying up 
at least half the price of your ticket 
to ride.

2. PatieNce vs. PatieNts
The only certainty of early-season 
riding is this: There’s a rock with 
your name on it out there, covered 
with a metre … or a millimetre, of 
snow. Do you feel lucky, punk? 
Save the bravado and banish the 
word “huck” from your vocabulary 
until the deep snows of December. 
Crutches and reconstructive facial 
surgery in November suck.  

3. liNe DaNciNg
Hey, isn’t that old whatshisname 20, 30 or 100 people further up the lift 
line? Better go say hi. Oops, wrong guy. But as long as I’m already here….  
Line dancing is an art that’ll serve you well on-hill and off. Ooze into a ski 
school group and avoid the long wait at Peak chair on a powder day. If the 
instructor notices, say: “I lost my group; they were headed to the Peak.  
Can I join you?”  

4. BussiNg
Being picky about your line down DOA is smart. Being picky about what 
you eat is just expensive. Circle the cafeteria like a buzzard looking for 
carrion. Choose a big family with small children. Watch attentively until 
appetites flag but plates still overflow. Offer to bus their trays; they don’t 
know it isn’t your job. Eat without fear; if they had anything contagious, 
they wouldn’t be up there freezing their toes off.      

5. get ReligioN
Après, you près, we all pray for…. Après is part of skiing and riding; buying 
your own beer is just admitting failure. Pick a table full of revellers. When 
one heads for the bathroom, make your move for the empty chair. Empty 
glass in left hand, right hand extended in friendship, open with something 
like, “Hey, didn’t we meet last year at Gay Ski Week/Cornucopia/the Big 
Air?” Pick an event you know you weren’t at then apologize for the misiden-
tification. Leave the empty; take the full. That’s why God made drunks.

Master these exercises and your season will shape up nicely.

Wellness

The Shape I’m In
Too late to get in shape for ski season? Max says, “Never!”

By G.D. Maxwell

     It’s hard to crack open a ski or snowboard magazine this time of year without being confronted with your own failures. You know what I mean: 10 Tips 
to Get in Shape for Ski Season, or some such drivel. Heed their spurious advice and you’ll wind up spending hours at the gym, running like a fugitive 
and torturing your core until you can’t bend over to buckle your boots or bindings.
     Unless you’re already in shape, it’s enough to make you move south and take up golf for the winter, a sport requiring absolutely no shape at all.  If 
you’re already in shape, you shouldn’t be reading this; go drool over the gear guide, buffboy.  
     But if you’re amorphously shaped, take heart; you’re in almost perfect shape for skiing and riding. After all, skiing and boarding are all about the downhill 
rush. Gravity’s the engine; your body’s just the brake. Master these no-sweat exercises and you’ll be in perfect shape for another sliding season.

ILLUSTrATIONS BY DAvE BArNES
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By Lisa richardson

     My friend Hoarey is a barbarian. He grew 
up on a Queensland, Australia cattle-ranch, ate 
steak three meals a day, and had a lot of dogs. 
Working dogs. If they disobeyed a command, 
choreographed as they were by musterers on 
horseback in a chaotic operation run through 
with dust and flying hooves, they were shot. 
Dead. As in, you’re either with us or against us, 

take-no-prisoners, zero-tolerance for screw-ups, 
bullet through the brains, dead.  
    Sometimes I think about Hoarey when I hear 
of a friend who’s selling his truck to pay for his 
dog’s second ACL reconstruction. It makes me 
wonder if there was an eleventh-hour edit to the 
doctrine of karma – living things are no longer 
aspiring to be incarnated as a human. The high-
est echelon of life form to come back as, is dog. 
Not just any dog, and definitely not a cattle-

station dog, but a Sea to Sky mountain dog. No 
dust, no flying hooves, just gourmet cookies, 
designer daybeds and trails galore. A dog’s life 
– there is none better.
     But all of that trail running, mountain biking, 
backcountry skiing and lake swimming can be 
tough on a four-legger, which is why Sea to Sky 
vets do a lot more than worm, desex and eutha-
nize. A busy day in the veterinary clinic could 
see ACL reconstruction, a physio session, some 
chiropractic manipulations, or a little acupunc-
ture treatment.
   Dr. David Lane, at Coast Mountains veteri-
nary Service in Whistler’s Creekside, does chi-
ropractic assessments and orthopaedic surger-
ies for five different vet hospitals from Whistler 
to vancouver. “It represents more than half my 
caseload,” he says. “It could easily become all 
I do.”
    Dr. Lane says the demand for such treatments 
can be traced to a better awareness of holistic 
health amongst pet owners, their increased at-
tachment to their animals, and more enlightened 
options available from their vets. 
    Pet acupuncture, which his colleague Dr. 
vicky Addie offers, is the most widely accepted 
alternative treatment and animal physiotherapy 
is another rapidly growing field. Dr. Lane refers 
many of his chronic arthritis cases, and all of his 
post-surgical clients, to Pemberton-based phys-
iotherapist Cathy Ivany, who is trained in human 
and dog physio.  
   “Whistler is a very healthy, athletic commu-
nity,” says Lane. “People understand the ben-
efits of physio and chiro, and for many of them, 
the pet is seen as a full family member, and 
therefore entitled to all the commensurate care. 
Most of them expect the quality of their pet's 
medical care should be equal to their own and 
vets in general are responding to this altered 
demand.”
    As are the human health practitioners like 
Ivany or her Local Motion colleague, chiroprac-
tor Pat Shuen, who’s been treating animals as 
part of his practice for over a decade.
    Lane initially became interested in chiroprac-
tic medicine as a way of treating lameness. 
“Conventional vet education grossly overlooks 
the vertebral column as a source of pain and 
lameness,” he says. “That’s why I went back to 
school – to improve the quality of my examina-
tion skills, and offer a non-pharmaceutical treat-
ment option for back pain. I would have done it 
even if there wasn't the client demand, but as it 
happens, there is a lot of demand.”
    Demand is particularly high in the Sea to 
Sky corridor, where we take neither injury nor 
ageing lightly, and have substituted several pro-
totypical family relationships with the almighty-
dog-companion.
    As it turned out, Hoarey the Dog Killer be-
came a vet but he specializes in large animals 
– dairy livestock, mostly. I’m not sure what he’d 
talk about if he ever sat down with Dr. David 
Lane, but I’m guessing the safest starting point 
would be rugby.

Dog’s Life
Thinking happy dog? Think holistic health…

Wellness

PHOTO BY KrISTEN DILLON
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It was named the Green Chair long before 
recycling was cool, but the name fits doubly 
well now.
By David Smith

    Those in this valley who remember the days before snowboarding, 
Starbucks and fat skis will recall that Whistler Mountain used to be the only 
show in town. Things were different – no Blackcomb, no bubbled high-
speed quads, no terrain parks. If you wanted to ski, you had to take your 
chances getting on a straight backed, wooden two-seater that came at you 
like an angry bear. The old green chairs are symbolic of the golden era on 
Whistler Mountain with their “gothic arch” lift shacks; a lot of pom-poms and 
seventies mustaches rode on those relics, and surely they were the site of 
many Warren Miller–worthy wipeouts, but they got you up the hill and that 
has always been what matters.
    Alas, change is inevitable and in 1989 both the green chairs and their 
arched lift shacks were replaced by the Green Chair Express, the first 
high-speed lift on Whistler Mountain. At the time, Joe Noonan was a 
millwright’s apprentice in his mid-twenties who sensed an opportunity and 
approached the mountain to buy the arches with dreams of using them to 
build a house. 
    “They were slated to be burned or chucked,” he recalls. “It was a 
different time then. I think I paid about 200 bucks total for what would have 
been about $15,000 in supplies.” With the help of some friends Noonan 
dismantled the shacks and trucked them to a house he was renting in 
Alpine Meadows. When asked about his foresight, he reflects simply, “we 
were all getting paid squat … just a bunch of ski bums. There is no way I could 
have afforded a mortgage, so I saw it as my one chance to build a home.”
      After moving the supplies to a lot in Pemberton, Noonan started building 
in the summer of 1990. He combined the arches into a “T” shape, main-
taining the structural beauty and integrity characteristic of their unique 
shape. However, Noonan is clear to point out that it was no palace initially. 
“It was pretty rough for a long time. Every now and then you would lean up 
against a beam and get a glob of 25-year-old grease on your hand.” 

    Joe credits present owners Kevin and Darcie Sibbald for making it 
the comfortable five-bedroom home it is today. Kevin, one of the home’s 
original tenants, has witnessed the entire evolution. “This place has had a 
lot of faces… snowmobiles driving right into the downstairs, shuffleboard 
court painted on the floor, pool hall … you name it. There’s probably been 
40-plus tenants come through the doors over the years.”
    Despite some interior renovations, the classic feel of Whistler’s golden 
years is strong inside and out. The majority of the house is contained in 
the larger Green Chair 1 arch, with the kitchen table sitting directly under 
where the bull wheel once hung. Upstairs, the master bedroom has amazing 
views of Mount Currie out the same window where, on the hill, lifties used to 
close the storm shutters each night (if they weren’t too baked and forgot).
    Kevin is dedicated to salvaging items with ties to Whistler’s past for use 
in the house – there’s even a patch of carpet from the old Creekside gondola 
barn in the living room, although Darcie says that with their first baby on 
the way, “that carpet has got to go.” Not a bad call. There is a difference 
between memorabilia and plain old disgusting. Fortunately, the rest of this 
recycled piece of Whistler’s history is ready for a new generation of ski 
bum to walk (or crawl) along its hallowed halls.

The “Green Chair House”

Mountain Home

UPPEr PHOTO BY DAvIDMAUrICESMITH.COM. BOTTOM PHOTO BY DAvE STEErS
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M A R K  R I C H A R D S  
G A L L E R Y

W E S T  C O A S T  F I N E  A R T



1-800-663-2772

1-800-663-4431

You arrive as the EVP of Sales but you leave re-connected 
with your family and now you’re just “DAD”. 

Remember in British Columbia, Washington, and Alberta 
the cheapest ticket to Big White and Silver Star are sold 

exclusively at selected Costco stores.
Packages including free winter tires are available online.

CANADA’S 
HOME OF WORLD FAMOUS OKANAGAN CHAMPAGNE POWDER 
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Featuring 
the 

photography 
of 

Blake Jorgenson 
and 

guest 
artists.

PH: 604.905.1125
Located in the Westin Hotel, 

behind the Whistler Gondola,
between Helly Hanson and 

the Firerock lounge.

NOW OPEN

Gallery

info@globalinkstorm.com
(604) 898-1296

Wide Format Printing
 artist’s Canvas/Giclee’s

Decals/Vehicle Wraps
P.O.P. Displays

Photography
Artist Network

DigiDigital Media Solutions
3D Computer Animation

Graphic Design
Mobile Marketing

Film Making
Vfx

world wide 24/7

*Environmentally
Friendly

Eco-Solvent Inks  
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Local Picks
Key Gear

Expert Advice From People Who Know

St. Moritz Whistler Edition M1 
Watch 
rated to 200 metres, this Canadian-made, diver’s 
grade, stainless steel watch promises to stand beside 
you while pride makes you endure fall after punishing 
fall, determination makes you finish that last run, and 
your Canadian spirit makes -20 C feel like a cozy fire-
place. Available exclusively at ZTA: Zero Time Acces-
sories in the Holiday Inn Sunspree, behind village 8 
Cinemas, across from Avalanche Pizza. 604.484.5522.  
ztawhistler.com

Montana Saphir
Ever ask yourself, “Why is my buddy always passing me on 
the flats and transitions?” It could be your tune. A properly 
structured base is made up of tiny channels or ‘bananas’ al-
lowing the water (snow) to become organized and flow faster 
under foot. A properly ground base along with a good wax 
will allow you to transition out of bowls quicker, which means 
fewer walks. Tuning robots that grind your bases have now 
become so advanced they can do this while you wait. The 
newly arrived Montana Saphir tuning machine is the fastest 
and most advanced tuning robot in the universe. Skiis & Biikes 
recently installed the first Montana Saphir in North America 
– see it in action in Whistler Creekside across from Boston 
Pizza. 877.352.7547. skiisandbiikes.com

The Scope jacket
Merrell’s waterproof, breathable 
winter warmer designed to keep 
you comfortable and free to move 
when you’re hiking or playing 
in the snow. A detachable con-
toured hood and zip-out powder 
skirt help keep the elements out 
so your mind can stay focused on 
the fun at hand. Available at the 
Merrell Store: 604.905.1220. 
merrellcanada.com

Prior Overlord 
Skis
This is a BIG mountain ski. 
Named after the Overlord 
Glacier right here in Whis-
tler, these bad boys are 
fat, strong and stiff, offer-
ing stability at speed and 
nimbleness in the trees or 
along no-miss ridgelines. 
Prior skis are made and 
designed in Whistler so 
there is no better place to 
take them for a run. Prior: 
604.935.1923. 
priorskis.com Burton AK Jacket

You can surf right through the best of our winter's ‘wetcoast’ 
weather with Burton's '09 AK line. AK has long been Burton's 
top-of-the-tech shred wear. The lightweight, waterproof and 
breathable two- and three-ply versatility is perfect for our vari-
able winter temps and precip. Burton spiced the line up this year 
bringing it back with some nowtro neon and poncho pullovers. 
Check out more at Showcase Snowboards in Whistler village: 
604.905.2022. showcasesnowboards.com

Hot Dogger ski boot 
Full Tilt's "Hot Dogger" ski boot is a
classic in the making, inspired by the legends of old school.  
This is the boot used by every newschooler to redefine freestyle 
as we know it...again. Check out the Hot Dogger at the Glacier 
Shop: 604-905-2246
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EL HOMBRE SKI.
WIDE AND STABLE. WITH AN EDGE.
¡ANDALE! ¡ANDALE! ¡ARRIBA!
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WHISTLER & PEMBERTON’S 
BIKE HEADQUARTERSRentals

Sales
Service

Trail Maps

Whistler 
#101- 4205 Village 
Square (village 
entrance/taxi loop)  
604-938-9511

Pemberton
1392 Portage Rd 
(beside The Pony 

Expresso) 
604-894-6625

BIKECOWHISTLER.COM

SKI 
PEMBERTON

World-class trails, abundant snow, and spectacular  
scenery, make British Columbia the ultimate Nordic 
destination! For more information visit bcnordic.com

photo: davidmccolm.com



exPloReRs of tHe iNfiNite By MaRia coffey
The sub-heading of this book is “The Secret Spiritual Lives of Ex-
treme Athletes – And What They reveal About Near-Death Experi-
ences, Psychic Communication, and Touching the Beyond” which 
sounds heavy but in fact, Coffey is talking about the kind of thing 
many Sea to Sky locals are experiencing all the time – that moment 
of intense focus and concentration when you’re out there on the edge 
and the consequences are very real. Coffey talks to skiers, alpinists, 
kayakers, gurus, voodoos, and everything in between and sheds some 
interesting light on the subject of why people take these risks. Not 
sure if I needed 262 pages of answers but for anyone who’s ever 
found themselves totally gripped, 30 feet above their last piece of 
pro with sewing-machine leg, or picking their way down the gnarliest 
first descent of their lives, yeah, there’s stuff in here we can relate to. 
amazon.ca  

RowBoat iN a HuRRicaNe By Julie aNgus
remember when we ran a feature on Colin Angus, the guy who 
circumnavigated the earth entire using entirely human power 
(Mountain Life Spring 2007)? Well, his fiancée joined him for the 
10,000 km, 143-day row across the Atlantic Ocean and now she’s 
written a book about it. Of course the adventure and risks of such a 
journey make intriguing reading (the couple was hammered by two 
hurricanes) but Julie is also a scientist and the three-month row 
enabled her to observe the marine environment up close and per-
sonal. From current-driven walls of floating trash to turtles, whales, 
sea birds, fish and a distinct lack of sharks (proof of over-fishing) 
Julie’s observations and insights combine with the adventure to 
form a book that’s as much intriguing scientific candour as it is 
excitement and humour. angusadventures.com

ZeN sHReDDiNg By M. seaN syMoNDs
I don’t know what the “M.” stands for but I do know M. Sean Sy-
monds is a Whistler local who has studied under Deepak Chopra and 
for his second book has written a Zen/personal growth/meditation/
spirituality kind of thing and infused or filtered (depending on your 
point of view) it all through the practice, jargon and experiences of 
snowboarding. With chapters like “Lessons from the Bunny Hill of 
Life” and insights like “Quest out of bounds” or “Look out for death 
cookies,” Symonds does mesh snowboarding and spiritual instruc-
tion to some degree and I know there are lots of people around who 
would be into the processes and lessons of Zen Shredding. Sy-
monds' lessons are easy to understand and follow. “Don’t be depen-
dent on your ‘posse’’’ or “There is only one purpose – the continued 
expansion of happiness.” Can’t argue with that. zenshredding.com
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Pacer Skate Ski
Do something healthy: fill your 

lungs with fresh air. Try Nordic ski-

ing. This is the skating cruiser for 
fitness enthusiasts and newcom-
ers alike. Three gliding grooves 
give maximum stability. An Ultra 
Finish provides universal glide per-
formance. This ski saves weight by 
reducing the construction height 
and, thanks to its material prop-
erties, has optimum resistance to 
bending and excellent stability. Its 
World Cup base stays fast in all 
snow conditions and guarantees 
excellent performance in ascents 
with the broader climbing zone. 
Available at valhalla Pure Outfit-
ters: 604.892.9092. 
squamishgear.com

ArC'TEryx Silo 30 Pack
With built-in slots for a shovel and probes and an 
improved Wrap System, the Silo 30 was built for 
backcountry runs. Two thoracic v-stays provide 
load support while allowing the pack to remain 
supple for effortless turns. Slip a hydration blad-
der into the handy pocket and go all day with-
out stopping. Available at The Escape route: 
1.888.898.3277. escaperoute.ca

Evo Soft Shell Jacket
If your day typically involves a hike up Spanky’s 
Ladder, opt for the Evo Soft Shell. Made with 
Salomon’s ClimaPrO technology, this jacket pro-
vides an amazing range of motion and breathabil-
ity mixed with great weather protection so you’ll 
be just as comfortable hiking for tracks as you are 
when a cold wind hits the chairlift. The Evo stretch 
pant offers all the same benefits in a durable per-
formance pant. Salomon Store: 604.905.2295. 
salomonsports.com

Key Gear Holiday
reading

PHOTO BY KIrSTEN DILLONBy Feet Banks
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Key Gear

local ReaDs
University of Toronto researchers 
have found that reading fiction el-
evates your “social intelligence.” 
Though it’s not fiction, Mountain 
Life contributor Leslie Anthony’s 
Snakebit: Confessions of a Her-
petologist will bump your social 
IQ by arming you with the best 
icebreakers for the season’s 
cocktail parties. Like, did you 
know you could disengage a 
hungry boa with a blast of cold 
water? Or that a den of snoozing 
vipers is called a hibernaculum? 
No guarantee Anthony will cure 
you of your phobia of slithering 
slimy things, but it’s definitely 
riveting. Bonus points for sup-
porting the Corridor’s indie 
bookstores. dmpibooks.com

By Lisa richardson

Christmas is the season of hope. Or, it can be the season of delusion, depression, canned music and frantic mindless consumption. This year, choose 
hope. Try a 100-Mile Christmas shopping experiment and buy only stuff made locally. You’ll save on gas, on Christmas Eve mall riots, and on the likeli-
hood of giving a duplicate of a mass-produced gift. Plus, the multiplier effect of local shopping means every dollar you spend provides two or three times 
its value in ripples throughout your community. A locally sourced present really is the gift that keeps on giving.

eat, DRiNk, Be MeRRy
British writer and designer William Morris said, “Have nothing in your 
house that you do not know to be useful, or believe to be beautiful.” To put 
this advice into practice, visit potter Meg Gallup in her Pemberton studio. 
Her one-of-a-kind high-fired stoneware use glazes Gallup has developed 
personally during her 20 years as a potter and are produced in a gas kiln 
in her home studio. Gallup’s unique vases, sushi platters and breathtaking 
bowls are all dishwasher-, oven- and microwave-safe.  Partner a unique 
mug with a jar of Phil’s Honey, Namasthé Tea, or Galileo Coffee for a 
beautiful, useful and local gift, or splurge on a teapot for the perfect fu-
sion of form and function. To arrange a tour, call 604.894.5035 or email 
clayonsteel@telus.net

PHOTO BY MIKE CrANE100 Mile
Christmas
Unearthing the coolest locally-made swag for this season’s stockings

“aND tHe DisH RaN away witH tHe sPooN.”
Hey diddle diddle, this is just plain cool – a bowl with 
a spoon holder built right in. Never lose your spoon 
again. Sold together, the bowl is microwave- and dish-
washer-safe but I don’t recommend putting the metal 
spoon in the microwave. Based on the concept that 
the items around you should be interesting, Flavour 
Design makes all sorts of stylish home accessories 
right down the road in vancouver. Locally you can 
buy Flavour at Agnes Jean Boutique in downtown 
Squamish. 604.892.9181 flavourdesign.com

PHOTO BY MIKE CrANE. Whistler village stroll.
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Vancouver: Australian Boot Company 1968 W.4th Ave. 604-738-2668     Valhalla Pure 222 West Broadway 604-872-8872
West Van: A Step Ahead in Park Royal North 604-925-9756   Whistler: The Escape Route (Market Place)  604-938-3228   
Pemberton Bike Company (beside Pony Espresso) 604-894-6625   Squamish: Valhalla Pure (beside IGA)  604-892-9092  

www.blundstone.ca

Word’s getting around about Blundstone boots. 
Words like: Comfortable, durable, dry, easy, cool, 
relaxed, sensible, fun, stable and lace-free. Once 

they’ve had a pair, people just can’t say enough 
good things about them. Try a pair  

for yourself. Yes, these boots are 
made for talking.

The Original

The CSA 
Greenpatch

CASE: STAINLESS STEEL 52MM WIDE

BAND: 3 LINK 24MM WIDE

BUCKLE: STAINLESS STEEL SAFETY CLASP  

CRYSTAL: SOLID MINERAL

MOVEMENT: CHRONOGRAPH

WATER RESISTANCE: 10 ATM / 100 METERS



DRess it uP
Need new clothes after eating all that turkey? The Inkspoon print syndicate 
has got you covered, literally. Based out of vancouver, this group of long-
haired artists and designers specialize in custom textiles and print all their 
stuff in-house, giving each garment the kind of attention, love and detail 
you want in a hoodie or t-shirt. Available at Funky Monkey 604.892.7474 
or inkspoon.org

fRieNDly fuR
Old mink coats get new life with a modern twist at the hands of Birken-
based upholsterer, Pam Beattie. Her design house, venetian Decor, spe-
cializes in one-of-a-kind furnishings and throws made from repurposed fur 
coats, creating ottomans, footstools and pillows that imbue old world el-
egance into any living room. venetiandecor.ca

‘tis tHe seasoN to DecoRate
Want to redecorate for the new year but think paint is a pain in the 
neck? No problem, totally transform any room in your home with Sur-
face Collective’s giant wall tattoos. These vinyl decals, custom-made 
in vancouver, come in virtually any size, shape, or colour. Check ‘em 
out online or at The Hive Home & Gift in Squamish (604.815.4483). 
surfacecollective.com

coastal cHic
Jenny Larsen of Jen v Designs produces these nifty leather bags out of 
victoria, a city with no real mountains but lots of coast so we’ve decided 
it counts as local. Jenny says, “I wanted to stay away from flashy and 
busy and make a timeless bag with simple, feminine lines.” With limited 
versions of each bag available, Jen v ensures you get a timeless gift that 
exudes individuality. Available at Fetish 604.892.9057.

DiaPeR Bags go iNcogNito
Sea to Sky parents have worked out that mountain baby must be acces-
sorized with bike-trailer, ski pass, one-of-a-kind name and SIGG water bot-
tle. So why slack off in the style stakes with an ordinary diaper bag? With 
props from none other than LOULOU magazine, Ellis Designs handbags 
boast clean lines, beautiful fabrics and functional style and adapt easily for 
sassy bike messenger or multi-tasking parent. Available at Mount Currie Coffee 
Company or order online at ellisdesigns.ca. 

see foR youRself
Discover many of these producers, as well as a huge range of your 
own local favourites, at the region’s end-of-year fairs. Year-round, the 
Squamish Adventure Centre stocks locally-made products and during the 
summer the Pemberton Museum Gift Shop is a great source. 
November 22 St. Johns Christmas Bazaar, Squamish
November 28 & 29 Bizarre Bazaar, Whistler’s Original Artisan Market,   
  TELUS Conference Centre, Whistler
December 06 Brennan Park Christmas Craft Fair, Squamish
December 06 Pemberton Christmas Craft Fair, 
  Pemberton Community Centre
December 13 Christmas Craft Fair at the Brackendale Art Gallery,  
  Squamish
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By Feet Banks
    Like me, and probably you, Will Edmondson 
has had enough of going to gas stations and 
watching his money disappear into the pockets 
of big oil companies. The difference is, he did 
something about it.
    “I just used to hate putting those nozzles into 
my vehicle,” says the 35-year-old Squamish local, 
“and thinking, ‘okay, here I am supporting Big 
Oil and here’s my money. How long have I been 
doing this?’”
    What Edmondson did was import a right-hand-
drive diesel Mitsubishi Delica van and convert it 
to run on waste vegetable oil (WvO). rather than 
paying into the fossil fuel juggernaut, and all the 
war, politics and environmental devastation that 
goes with it, Edmondson now runs his vehicle 
on Sushi Sen tempura or Wahoo Chicken from 
the Garibaldi Lift Company – or at least, the 
deep-fryer oil used to make those tasty après 
snacks.
    “When rudolph Diesel invented his engine 
back in 1912,” Edmondson explains, “it was 
designed to run off canola oil. We are just get-
ting back to those roots.” The technical side of 
things may sound complicated but isn’t really 
– Will runs a two-tank fuel system that uses 
regular diesel to start the vehicle and purge fuel 
lines before shutting down. But once the engine 
is running warm enough to heat the veggie oil (in 
the second tank) he switches over.
    “Basically when your car engine heats up, 

then your veggie oil is hot enough,” Will says, 
and he should know – in August he drove to San 
Francisco and back, all on WvO. 
   To get things rolling, Will teamed up with Andrew 
Horvath, who designs and installs the kits in 
vancouver. Their Transphat conversion kit uses 
only top of the line parts such as aluminum veggie 
tanks, costs about $1200, and works better on 
certain older models or imported vehicles. “A 
lot of the newer diesels have finicky injection sys-
tems,” Will says. “We are focusing on the right 
hand drive vehicles and vWs. Our goal is to pro-
vide customers with a more reliable and superior 
quality conversion kit for a cheaper cost then 
that of the competitors."
    Edmondson believes the veggie oil movement 
is not just a business opportunity but rather 
a way to involve the community and promote 
change. “I don’t want to become a used car 
salesman,” he admits. “Our focus is on conver-
sions and providing a clean fuel source.”
    Will already has a centrifuge in his garage 
filtering enough waste oil for his own needs but 
he’d like to set up a larger system where the oil 
from local restaurants is re-sold back to a grow-
ing community of WvO drivers. “For real change 
you need to get the business community in-
volved,” he says. “Politics alone isn’t enough. 
I’d like to take the local waste to a cleaning 
station and then be able to sell on the cheap, 
with profits going back into the community. I 
feel we can set it up so local restaurants will 

want to be part of this program.” 
    Will says that he would like to support a charity 
like playgroundbuilders.org, a Whistler-based 
organization building playgrounds throughout 
the Middle East, but also has a lot of ideas on 
how to give back to the local community; in fact, 
that’s his main motivation behind Transphat. 
    “A high-school shop class could maybe as-
sist in a veggie-oil conversion,” he says. “Or kids 
could go on grease drives to raise funds for their 
school teams. I think Whistler is a good place 
to start because they have a lot of waste oil and 
everyone already works together – if a restaurant 
runs out of beer one night, they just borrow a 
keg from the place next door.”
    Edmondson admits that Transphat is still in 
its infancy. “WvO is not the answer to our global 
fuel crisis, but I bet you could run 60-70 vehicles 
from the Whistler veggie oil alone. It’s a waste 
product that already exists locally – that’s what 
gets me smiling about Transphat. That and the 
idea of pushing people to think outside the box 
and getting the community working together and 
benefiting.”
    And saving money at the pumps is just a big 
fat bonus. “The oil industry is shady at best and 
this is a simple environmental alternative,” Will 
says. “And it feels really good to not be part of 
that system, that oil machine. It isn’t the most 
liberating thing I’ve ever done in my life … but 
it’s pretty liberating.
transphat.ca

Sticking it to Big Oil and the green road ahead for local veggie cars

Environment

Transphat

"WVO is not the answer to our 
global fuel crisis, but I bet you 
could run 60-70 vehicles from 
the Whistler veggie oil alone."

- Will Edmondson 

PHOTO BY MArK GrIBBON
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Food
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By Julia McCabe
    Liz Abbey knows what all seven continents like to eat for breakfast. She 
should, after spending eight years at the helm of international cuisine and 
working aboard 140-foot yachts as a private chef. 
    Liz’s passion for exploring food afloat the oceanic highways began at 
age 23 when she was finishing up travels through Asia. Opting for the 
slow and choppy route over the fast and easy, Liz chose to take a boat ride 
from Thailand to India rather than a cheap airline with ‘70s upholstery. It 
was during this time on water that she fell in love with the art of cooking. 
    “Thai cuisine is what first inspired me to become a chef,” Abbey says. 
“I spent three months in Thailand loving the food and when I left to sail, all 
of our provisions were Thai ingredients. I found myself wanting to do all of 
the cooking on that trip to perfect my re-creations of Thai originals.” 
    Over a year later she returned to Vancouver, completed her culinary 
diploma at the Pacific Institute of Culinary Arts and found her way back 
on the water working as a chef. “I learned that I could get paid to cook 
while living on a boat and travelling the world. Once I enrolled in culinary 
school, my direction became very clear. I knew that I wanted to create 
exceptional food.”

    Liz hooked into the private yacht circuit and hit the high seas. “Mostly 
I was travelling between the Caribbean, New England and the Mediterra-
nean,” she says. “But I also sailed from Finland down the Baltic through 
Germany and into the North Sea and UK. It was an adventure; I made four 
Atlantic crossings on three different boats.”
    Cooking on a yacht is not all fun and games, however. “A lot of time on 
a boat is spent ‘standing by to stand by’,” Liz explains. “You don’t always 
know when exactly your owners or guests are going to arrive, so every-
one has to be ready for anything at a moment’s notice. Plus, a lot of the 
people you are cooking for at that level are following very strict diets and 
aren’t always that adventurous when it comes to trying different foods. 
While others can’t wait to see what you’ll put in front of them.”
    Creativity and the ability to adapt to fussy clients or limited ingredients 
also plays a key role. “Provisioning in the Caribbean can be challenging 
until you get to know how to source the food you want, outside of the 
abundant tropical fruits and vegetables,” Liz says. “And on a sailboat, 
even a large one, your storage space is always limited, so you really need 
to be flexible to sanely make it through each day.”
    These days Liz, at 36, is happy to be living on dry ground again in 
Squamish. “It was a rewarding and demanding eight years,” she says. 
“But I decided to leave the yachting world and start my own business.” 
    Although today she’s focusing mainly on catering and private chef 
gigs, Liz has also traded in high-end yachting for high-end food trucking. 
And far from side-of-the-road chip-trucks with seagulls dive-bombing for 
leftovers, Liz offers fresh curries, pad Thai, and gourmet sandwiches and 
soups. “I like to use local and organic ingredients as often as possible,” 
she says. And you can taste the difference. Liz currently parks her 23-
foot gourmet-on-wheels van at construction sites throughout Squamish 
and is available for private events of up to 250 people. “It’s equipped with 
a fully operational kitchen and a generator so remote locations are not a 
problem,” she assures.  
    Better yet, stay home and hire Abbey to showcase her talents as a 
private chef in your very own kitchen.  Her years of exotic travels and cli-
ents have given Liz the experience and ability to read a crowd and create 
custom gourmet meals for anyone. “I like trying to wow people,” she says. 
And with nearly a hundred menu items ranging from Smoked Muscovy 
Duck Breast on Vietnamese Noodles to Truffled Lobster and Fresh Pea 
Risotto with Shaved Parmesan and everything in between, Liz’s wow fac-
tor is definitely high.
    For those with small kitchens (and smaller budgets) Liz will also be 
offering affordable oven-ready meals for your fridge/freezer. From the pri-
vate yachts of high seas to the kitchens and fridges of the Sea to Sky, Liz 
Abbey’s philosophy of food is simple and direct – tasty, healthy food for 
anyone. coastmountaincatering.com 

Liz Abbey
From luxury yachts on the French 
Riviera to Squamish construction 

sites, the private chef of Coast 
Mountain Catering can do it all. 

Provisioning in the Caribbean can be 
challenging until you get to know how to 
source the food you want, outside of the 

abundant tropical fruits and vegetables
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Logo Design by Sumire Design.
Lisa Komuro
604.894.6332
info@sumiredesign.com

THE COPPER HOUSE RESTAURANT 
SQUAMISH’S NEWEST DINING DESTINATION

Come taste British Columbia cuisine at its finest,
with an impeccable wine menu...

The perfect place to stop between Vancouver and Whistler!

Opposite Shannon falls/off highway 99
604 898 1411

Open 7 days/week for lunch and dinner
+ Weekends breakfast 9 am until 1pm

Open for Dinner Service after 4pm (December-March) 

Complimentary Shuttle Service from the Village 

Signature Fondue Dinners & more! 

Horse Drawn Sleigh Rides 

Fireside Lounge -  with 5 HD-TV’s it’s the perfect location 
to watch your favorite sporting event while enjoying our 
famous nachos, wings & drink specials 

 

Available year round for Events, Weddings & Banquets   

Visit golfbc.com for more info!  

 

RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED 
604-938-9898  |   info_nicklaus@golfbc.com 

… featuring  
The Den Restaurant 

SEVEN

THE SCENE:

Seven is a warm, inviting and casual restaurant, located at Bear 
Lodge in the town plaza.  The tropical-themed patio boasts 
both panoramic mountain views and comfort second to none.  
Enjoy the ambience of the exquisite dining room, whether 
seated at the bar or in front of the fire.  For something more 
casual, try Seven’s popular lounge.

MENU HIGHLIGHTS:

Breakfasts include Smoothies, Bacon, Eggs, Omelets, Eggs 
Benny, Steak and much more.

Seven is Whistler’s only restaurant serving traditional 
Vietnamese cuisine including Goi Ga, Pho Ga, and Pho Bo,
to name a few favourites.

Choose from over 30 tapas such as Edamame, Vegetable 
Tempura, Pulled Pork and Chicken Sliders, Spring Rolls, Fries, 
Chicken Satay, Naan Bread and Dips, Tempura Salmon Rolls, 
Pot Stickers, Baked Brie, Chicken Wings, Oysters, Prawns, 
Mussels, and Tuna Tartar.

Bring the youngsters in for the Special Kids Menu priced 
from $6 to $10.

Midweek blues?  Come in for Prime Rib Thursdays.  
Party Platters are also available upon request.

Whistler’s newest local hotspot serves culinary delights on one of the 
nicest patios in town.  Experience the beautiful dining room and a 
lounge that is comfortable, inviting and suitable for any occasion.

MAIN COURSES: $5 – $36

ADDRESS:
8-4314 Main Street

HOURS:
11:00 am  – 1:00 am

PHONE:
604.932.4666

MAP LOCATOR: xx

Eggs Benny

Spring Rolls

CASUAL DINING

00

RESTAURANT

“Arguably the best in Whistler”
- Bob Howells in Avenues Magazine/Outside Magazine

“There’s ‘the scene’ and then 
there’s ‘the scenery’... an entire world 

away.” - City Food

“We loved our time at The Edgewater” 
- Gourmet

“There isn’t a better view from a table 
in Whistler!” (or a room for that matter!)

Edgewater Lodge on the shores of 
Green Lake. Close, yet seemingly far 
from the maddening crowd of Whistler 
Village and everything you’re trying to 
get away from. Come join us for some 
spectacular scenery, food, and wine.  
All from the comfort of your lakeside 
table with a view.   

Edgewater Lodge, 8020 Alpine Way, Whistler, BC, V0N 1B8
Ph:  604 932 0688;  www.edgewater-lodge.com
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MODERN MAYAN KITCHEN 
& TEQUILA BAR

Café Maya is a Mayan inspired 
restaurant that features fresh, local 

ingredients prepared in a Nuevo 
Latino Style.  Our menu is light, 

fresh, healthy and �avourful.  We 
use unique ingredients such as 

chipotle, axiote, guava and 
tamarind to bring the true �avours 

of Latin America to Squamish.

Great Food
Fun Atmosphere

BIG KNIVES!

Whistler’s only authentic 
Japanese Steak House

Great Food
Fun Atmosphere

BIG KNIVES!
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604-932-2223
Located in the Hilton Whistler Resort and Spa

7 days a week 5:30 pm - close
Group reservations recommended

Whistler’s only authentic 
Japanese Steak House

S T E A K ,  S E A F O O D  &  S U S H I

Kypriaki Norte Restaurant is a local’s favorite centrally located 
across from the Whistler Telus Conference Center.

From succulent roast lamb to traditional Paella
to the freshest seafood and tender aged steaks, we serve 
authentic Mediterranean and West Coast cuisine
accompanied by an extensive international wine list.

Our warm and friendly atmosphere will relax and rejuvenate 
you after a day of skiing or a round of golf. Enjoy pre-dinner 
drinks in our popular well stocked bar. Dine on our sunny 
garden patio during spring and summer with views of the 
incredible mountains surrounding the Whistler area.

Located across from the Conference Centre at 4122 Village green, Whistler, B.C.

Reservations: (604) 932-0600
www.kypriaki.net

We start with great steak,
then build an

experience around it.

The Keg at the Mountain is
located opposite the Village 8 Cinemas

in the heart of Whistler Village.
(604) 932-5151

www.kegsteakhouse.com



SquamiSh
Brackendale Bistro  Organic ingredients, great local meeting spot. Brackendale.   604.898.9211
The Burrow  This place rules, A local favourite. Hwy 99 and Garibaldi Way.    604.898.2801
Cafe Maya  Local Mexican with a great atmosphere.     604.898.2352
The Nest   The finer side of Squamish dining, great pizza. Brackendale.   604.898.4444
Howe Sound Brew Pub You gotta respect any place that makes its own beer. Downtown Squamish.  604.892.2603  
Howe Sound Juice Co Organic at its best. Coffee, juices, smoothies, food.    604.892.2602
Parkside Restaurant Hearty, homemade flavour. Downtown Squamish.    604.892.2273
The Shady Tree Pub Wings, wings, wings, Thursday specials. Hwy 99.    604.898.1571
Sushi Sen  Squamish’s best sushi, affordable too. Hwy 99 and Garibaldi Way.   604.898.8235
Wigan Peir  Best fish & chips in the corridor. Fantastic pies. Hwy 99 and Garibaldi Way.  604.898.3834  
The Wild Wood  Breakfast specialists, but lunch and dinner are pretty good too. Hwy 99.   604.815.4424  

WhiStler
21 Steps   Climb above it all for big, good meals or lounge upstairs in The Attic. Whistler Village. 604.966.2121  
Araxi   High class service and meals, award winning wines. Whistler Village.  604.932.4540  
Bavaria   Take it back to the old country with this classic Oktoberfest venue. Main Street. 604.932.7518  
Bearfoot Bistro  Oysters, wine, and lots in between. Yum. Whistler Village.    604.932.3433  
Blacks Pub  Near the base of both mountains, scotches & sometimes live music. Whistler Village. 604.932.6408  
The Brew House  Beer made on site, big portions, good times. Town Plaza.    604.905.2739
Canadian Snowmobile Mountain Top Fondue – Nothing says ‘ski town’ like fondue. Blackcomb.  604.938.1616  
Champagne   A new place to unwind in comfort and style. Whistler Village.   604.932.3433
The Den at Nicklaus North You don’t need to be a golfer to shoot par at this place. Nicklaus North.  604.938.9898  
Dubh Linn Gate  Great beers, authentic Irish cuisine. St Paddy’s day goes off. Whistler Village. 604.905.4047
Dups Burrito  These boys roll up the best fatties, fat burritos that is. Main Street.   604.905.0210
Edgewater  Enjoy a quiet meal right on the waters of scenic Green Lake. Hwy 99.  604.932.0688  
Elements Tapas Lounge Best Eggs Benny ever. Main Street.      604.932.5569  
Garibaldi Lift Company Right above the Whistler Village Gondola. Killer après. Live music. Whistler Village. 604.905.2220
The Keg   Always good. But Billy Miner Pie is Feet’s favorite dessert. Whistler Village.  604.932.5151  
The Mountain Club  Casual food, extensive Pacific Northwest winelist. Main Street.   604.932.6009  
Pasta Lupino  Fantasitc pasta and the soups are truly divine. Very affordable. Main Street.  604.905.0400  
Quattro   Italian cuisine and fine wines – a winning combo. Main Street.    604.905.4844  
Ric’s Grill  Surf and Turf it up. Whistler Village.      604.932.7427  
Rim Rock Café  Best restaurant in Whistler, hands down. Just go. Creekside.   604.932.5565
South Side Diner  A Whistler Tradition – a Beltch for Breakfast. Roast Beef night rules. Creekside. 604.966.0668
Splitz Grill  Probably the best hamburger you’ll ever eat in your life. Main Street.  604.938.9300
Sushi Village  Whistler’s original sushi joint. The partyingest place in town. Whistler Village. 604.932.3330  
Thai One On  Get your fix for authentic Thai food. Upper Village.    604.932.4822
Teppan Village  Ninja-like chefs cook right at your table. True family fun. Whistler Village.  604.932.2223  
The Wild Wood Bistro Most popular breakfast joint in Whistler. Big dinners too. Whistler Racquet Club. 604.935.4077

Pemberton
Mount Currie Coffee Co Best coffee in Pemby. Arbutus Street.        604.894.3388
The Wild Wood  Notice how every Sea to Sky town has one? Because they rule. Portage Road. 604.894.0114  

More listings can be found at mountainlifemagazine.ca

in Sea to Sky CountryEating Out
ILLUSTRATION BY DAVE BARNES
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Visit a piece of Ireland today! 
Our warm hearted Gaelic hospitality can’t be topped!

With a 100 Seat Patio, Live Celtic Music daily,  
Whistler’s Largest Draft Beer Selection and Authentic  

Celtic Pub Fare, a visit to the Dubh Linn Gate is a must!

170-4320 Sundial Crescent, Whistler, BC
604-905-4047 

www.dubhlinngate.com

“where mother nature is the chef
and the ingredients are from our backyard...

we feature innovative tapas with an 
everchanging seasonal approach to our dishes…

big wines, big martinis, cozy atmosphere

voted whistler’s best tapas

summit lodge & spa 102b-4359 main street
village north   604 932 5569

Open for breakfast, lunch & dinner
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Join us on our all season RiverRock fi replace 
Heated Patio
Family Friendly Restaurant 
Open for Lunch + Dinner
Certifi ed Angus Beef + Home made Pastas + Desserts
Group Menus from 10-100 people

Our mission is to offer the Squamish community the very best in casual fi ne 
dining with authentic recipes, fresh ingredients from around the region. Great 
wine + cocktails. Warm and friendly atmosphere and the very best in service, 

with a never say no attitude.
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Food

 The case for food that’s nourishing, tasty… 
and alive
By Lisa Richardson

     Given the choice between eating something dead and eating something 
still living, which would you choose?
    Sarinda Hoilett chooses alive. After all, we are what we eat. But because 
Hoilett’s diet is plant-based – composed entirely of nuts, seeds, fruits and 
vegetables – her pantry is free of grasshoppers, witchety grubs or other 
edible critters.
     Living foods, in raw-speak, are foods that have not been processed or 
cooked above 115 degrees Celsius, thereby retaining the natural enzymes 
that aid digestion. These foods, according to traditional Indian Ayurvedic 
teachings, are richer in “life-force.”
     Hoilett is a Mount Currie-based yoga practitioner and a regular presence 
at the Whistler Farmer’s Market with her company Wild Planet Raw Foods. 
She’s been converting folk, one taste-test at a time, to the cult of raw.
    “The food speaks for itself,” she says. “I think people generally are 
waking up – awakening spiritually, emotionally, in all areas – and once they 
taste the food, it speaks to them because it is alive.”
     This is the first revelation of raw: a raw food diet isn’t all carrot 
sticks and alfalfa sprouts. The raw foodist’s kitchen contains a decked-out 
blender, food processor and dehydrator, making gourmet interpretations 
of pizza, lasagna and noodle salad not just possible, but likely to register 
off-the-chart on the taste-bud test.
     While raw may have a reputation as the bento box for the fringe and 
freaky, many of Hoilett’s converts are regular folk, including slow food 
cyclists, people with allergies and food sensitivities, yogis, conscientious 
moms, dedicated gourmands and the growing ranks of everyday people 
who want to know where their food comes from.

    Given how tricky that has become in our era of widespread food recalls 
and irradiation, label vortexes and Bill C51, exploring raw is, for many, a 
way of injecting nutritious, flavourful and unprocessed food into their lives, 
and being more mindful about consumption. 
    “Most food is made now so that it can sit on a store shelf for at least 
six months. To me, that’s not even food,” says Hoilett. “We’re eating it, but 
we’re just surviving. We’re not flourishing. A lot of the time, people don’t 
realize how much they’re eating as a meaningless pastime.”
      Hoilett’s breakfast preference is to wander through her backyard har-
vesting dandelion greens and fresh kale, then adding apples, seasonal fruits, 
natural sweetener, and sea salt to create a blended-up green smoothie that 
wins the taste test, despite my reservations about eating juiced-up weeds 
packed full of chlorophyll-goodness. Honestly, it’s hard to go back to the 
Honey Nut Cheerios after a few sips of “green drink.” 
    Hoilett comes by her passion for raw food through Ayurveda, which 
ultimately teaches balance, and her approach in seminars is definitely 
even-keeled – although she confesses that she’s always been teased as a 
Food Nazi, mocked even as a kid by one corporate high-flier, the father of a 
school friend, who told her: “We don’t all treat our body like a temple.”  
     Which does beg the question: is our lack of self/body reverence because 
we’re cynical, trapped in a time-famine of our own making, or seduced by a 
lifetime of slick marketing? Regardless, the desire to reconnect with our 
sustenance is a clearly growing trend in Sea to Sky country. 
     It’s a desire that has fuelled a new wellness and cooking retreat, “An 
Introduction to Raw-Living Cuisine and Lifestyles”, offered at the Lillooet 
River Lodge in Pemberton, November 7-10.
     There, sports physiotherapist and performance specialist Allison 
Megeney will join Sarinda Hoilett in hosting a three-day retreat for people 
starting to pose just the kinds of questions that begin with, If I am what I 
eat, then what am I doing with this frozen pizza in my hands?
     Sarinda’s website  is wildplanetrawfoods.com. For info on the next raw 
retreat or other cool events go to lillooetriverlodge.com.

Roar for Raw PHOTO BY CHRIS ANKENY
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PHOTO BY JULIEN SALLENAVE. RIDER KEVIN SANSALONE   
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PHOTO BY CHRIS ANKENY. MOONLIT TREES IN THE CALLAGHAN VALLEY



PHOTO BY BLAKE JORGENSON
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the WhiStler Farmer'S market
Extended Dates! 10am-3pm every Sunday until November 30th, Squamish 
Lil’wat Cultural Centre, Whistler
This popular, free-admission market features local farmers, artisans, bakers 
and artists and will be running at least until the end of November with the 
theme of "Winter, eat Fresh." Check out the new location in the Istken Hall 
on the first floor of the New Squamish Lilwat Cultural Centre on Lorimer 
road. whistlerfarmersmarket.org

SquamiSh Food bank FundraiSer 
November 1, 5–9pm, Grizzly Bar & Grill, Squamish.
Burger and beer deals, silent auction. Come support those in need.

line dancing at the legion
Every Thursday, 1:30 pm, Pemberton Legion.
Fun for everyone; just don’t wear your hat in the Legion.
For information contact dschneider@whooshnet.com

green drinkS
First Wednesday of each month, Blacks Pub, Whistler.
November 5, December 3 and January 7 get yourself to Blacks from 
8-10pm for a free beer, good tunes, and intellectual conversation about the 
state of our environment, solutions, and just about anything else you want 
to get off your chest. I know, I know, I had you at “free beer.”
hilltrip.com

cornucoPia
November 6–10, Whistler.
Party like an adult for once! Now in its twelfth year, Whistler’s celebration 
of wine, food and the finer things in life promises an action-packed schedule 
of events to please the taste buds and more. Wine seminars, tastings, 
organic foods and much more. Be sure to check out the Blake Jorgenson 
Gallery Party at the Firerock Lounge in the Westin.
1.866.787.1923 whistlercornucopia.com

artrageouS
November 6, Whistler.
Whistler’s original art party is back. Featuring dozens of local artists jam-
min’ on the theme – The Evolution of Art. Support your local artists and 
have a damn good time doing it. whistlerartscouncil.com

WhiStler creekSide FaShion and liFeStyle market
November 14–16, 11am–7pm, Whistler Creekside.
In the old days this would be all about wood panelling, bucket tokes and 
hand-me-down knitted ski jackets but Creekside is moving up in the world 
– check out this locally-made fashion event if you don’t believe it. Live 
bands, DJs, and over a dozen local designers make this the swankiest 
party this side of Nordic. whistlerblackcomb.com

oPening day on WhiStler and blackcomb
November 27, Whistler.
Also known as the funnest day ever. Which mountain will you choose?
whistlerblackcomb.com

bizarre bazaar
November 28-29, Whistler.
Stock up on original art and crafts just in time for Christmas. The bazaar 
gets better every year and you never know what kind of unique treasures 
are to be found. Entrance by donation. whistlerartscouncil.com

WhiStler Film FeStival
December 4-7, Whistler.
Whether you're a film industry professional or just a straight-up movie lover 
this festival won't dissappoint. They screen over 90 films, hold dozens of 
seminars and workshops, give away a crapload of money and the ski hills 
are usually snow covered and not busy at all. Plus you might get to drink 
a shot and hobnob with some stars of the silver screen. I'm not kidding, 
book your tickets now. This rules. whistlerfilmfestival.com

miSS PoWder mountain conteSt and Party
December 5, Longhorn Saloon, Whistler
In a stroke of genius, Powder Mountain Catskiing is holding a contest to 
determine who they should hire as marketing and promotions director for 
the season, and then they're having a party to announce the winner. 
Applicants can enter online and everyone is welcome at the party for great 
tunes, free swag and a chance to witness the crowning of whoever is 
gonna get free catskiing all winter as part of their job.
misspowdermountain.com

Peak to Peak gondola oPenS
December 12, Whistler/Blackcomb.
Come witness the technological and engineering feat in action. Zip from 
the top of one hill to the other! Bring all your friends and relatives. Grandma 
is really stoked about this. whistlerblackcomb.com

chriStmaS
December 25, Everywhere.
There’s never a long lift line on Christmas morning and it almost always 
snows. Follow up with holiday cheer at the Longhorn, Santa’s favorite 
après spot.

FirSt night WhiStler
December 31, Whistler Village
If you don’t like alcohol or house parties, this is the place to be. Live 
Bands, DJs, street entertainers, art workshops all packed into a giant alco-
hol-free event for the whole family. whistlerfirstnight.com

deeP Winter Photo challenge
January 9, Whistler.
Details weren’t finalized at press time but this event, a celebration of the 
Coast Mountains’ storm season, is what winter is all about. Highlighted 
by a spectacular photography contest and show, Deep Winter is not some-
thing to be missed. More details online at whistlerblackcomb.com

roSSignol Seven artiStic SinS exhibit
January 17, Blake Jorgenson Gallery, Westin Hotel, Whistler.
To launch the second year of their Seven Artistic Sins ski graphics, Ros-
signol is displaying all the original art and final ski production models in 
Blake Jorgenson Gallery. Check out artwork by Steve Caballero, Andrew 
Pommier, Caya Cupeman, Squindo and more. Rossi athletes and artists 
will be in attendance and this is going to be a rock’n’rollin’ good time.
blakejorgenson.com

out oF boundS: taleS From the backcountry
February 1–29, Millennium Place, Whistler.
This month-long photography exhibition features scenery and action ski/
snowboard shots from BC’s majestic Coast Mountain backcountry. 
Showcasing some of the region’s top professional and up-and-coming 
photographers, this kick-ass event is now in its fourth year. It’s running an 
extra day because 2009 is a leap year. whistlerartscouncil.com

If you have an event you’d like to add, email feet@mountainlifepublishing.com

Early Winter Events
ILLUSTRATION BY DAVE BARNES
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NExt IssuE – steeper, Deeper and twice as Fresh.
Look for it February 1, 2009.

PHOTO BY DAMIAN CROMWELL. SKIER DANA FLAHR.
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FEEL SAFE. BE SAFE.

a backcountry rescue sled 
specifically designed to save 
precious time and energy

w w w . r e s c u e b u b b l e . c o m

RESCUE BUBBLERESCUE BUBBLE TM

Facilities of:

PHYSICAL THERAPY
MASSAGE THERAPY

Braces    Splints
Orthotics

No referral necessary
Travel Insurance Coverage

BC Med - ICBC - WCB

339-4370 Lorimer Rd
(604) 932.4001

202-2011 Innsbruck Dr
(604) 938.9001

205-4433 Sundial Pl
(604) 932.4203

40383 Tantalus Way
Garibaldi Highlands

(604)898.1009
www.whistlerphysio.com

WHISTLER

SQUAMISH

Infanti 
CustomInc.

Antonio Infanti                   www.infanticustom.ca
778.898.2824           antonio@infanticustom.ca

Functional
Beautiful 

Professional

10 Years Experience Servicing the 

Sea-to-Sky Corridor & Beyond

GREAT SERVICE 
IS SET IN STONE








